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STORM CAUSES DAMAGE

5.

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
A line of thunderstorms
packing extremely high winds
passed through the region
Tuesday evening leaving behind
wide-spread damage.
Ronnie
to
According
Burkeen, chief of the MurrayCalloway County DES, 16
members of his department with
six trucks were called out to the
western and southwestern portions of the county at approximately 5:40 p.m.
"We were assisting with
keeping an eye on things. After
the storm blew through, we
began helping with clean up," he
said. "There was a barn in the
middle of a road, some homes
damaged, trees downed and
more. The last of our crews
came in at 12:30 a.m."
He said most all of the damage was seen on the western side
of the county in areas such as
Lynn Grove and Ky. 121 North,
but there were other spots that
were hit, too.
"Highway 94 was blocked
for three or four hours by trees.
One building was destroyed on
Highway 299 at Security Seed,"
he added. "There was a lot of
debris."
"It was bad for a while,"
added Calloway County Sheriff
Bill Marcum. "We were fortunate that no serious injuries have
been reported."
"There were lots of trees
downed in the southeastern portion of the county and up around
Kirksey area, and we had a
darn blown clown, on fitgtoszy
893 near Browns Grove. The
storm seemed to cut a path
through the county."
Marcum said power was
knocked out in the New
Concord and Hamlin areas.
"Most of the damage seemed to
be downed trees, power lines,
shingles blown off buildings,
damage to a house, a garage
demolished. etc." he added.
Sgt. Tracy Guge with the
Murray Police Department said
there were a few trees downed
in the city and a few accidents
reported, but no major damage
was noted. "We had some prob-
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Education key
issue in state
budget speech
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
After hearing Gov. Steve Beshear's first budget address Tuesday
night, Murray State University could be facing a
budget cut of $8 million for the next two years if
the governor's proposed budget is passed as is,
according to university president Dr. Randy Dunn.
"That is severe. It would create a tremendous
hardship on this campus to be able to deal with
that level of cuts. But nonetheless that is what
we've had put in front of us ," Dunn said this
morning.
Dunn was heartened to hear comments from
&rehear
Senate President David Williams, R-Burkesville,
and Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green,
after the speech when they both expressed some
openness to look at the higher education budgets.
"We shouldn't start ringing the alarm bells yet.
This budget is a long way from being over," said
Dunn. "We have a lot of time to go yet before we
know where we sit.Dunn said the budget will be attended to very
carefully in Frankfort as it moves through the
Dunn
House and the Senate.
a lit"I think it's inappropriate to pull the alarm bell until we get
going to
tle closer to mid-April when we know what this budget is
II See Page 2A
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Highlietts_of Gov. Steve Bethnal's
-year budget proposal
Beshear
Below is a list of selected spending proposals Gov. Steve
recommended in his proposed two-year state budget:
— $100 million for road improvements and infrastructure projects
around Fort Knox.
—,--11400- million in bonding for new school Waikato across the
state.
— $60 million for Bucks for Brains, a program that provides state
matching money for private university donations for research and
other spending.
— $60 million over two years for state employee pay increases.
— $50 million for water and sewer projects in coal-producing
counties.
— $39 million for an expansion of the Little Sandy Correctional
Complex in Elliott County.
— $18 million for completing a statewide public safety communi
cations network.
in
— $18 million to replace the Glasgow State Nursing Facility
Barren County, a long-term care facility for individuals with mental
illness or mental retardation.
Park.
— $10.3 million in for roads around the Kentucky HorseAirport
in
— $9 million for runway improvements at Blue Grass
Lexington.
— $3 million per year for increases in mine inspections and safety training.
AP

Folks file to run for
local, state, federal seats
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
This year — with May's
Primary, as well as the
November General Election —
is shaping up to be a year of
challenges for incumbents trying to hang onto their seats on
the local, state and federal level.
Primarily incumbents have
filed to run for seats on the
Murray City Council, however
two new challengers have
entered the race.
According to the election
registry at the county clerk's
office, council incumbents Bill
Wells, Robert Billington Jr.,
Pete Lancaster, Jeremy Bell, Dr.
Dan Miller, Danny Hudspeth,
Linda Cherry, Pat Scott, Jane
Brandon. David Ramey and
Butch Seargent have filed for reelection. Councilman Jason
Pittman did not file.
The two challengers include
Greg Anderson of North 16th
Street. and John "Melvin"
"Bowers of Coach Estates.

INDEX

There will be some seats
open for re-election on the
and
Independent
Murray
Calloway County boards of education this year. At Murray
Independent, Board Chairman
Dr. Richard Crouch and vicechairman Stuart Alexander are
up for re-election to another
four-year term. At Calloway,
chairs occupied by board
Chairman Jeff Gordon of
District Four and board members Bonnie -Le-eAnn Myers of
Richard
and
2
District
Smotherrnan of District 5 are up
for re-election, according to the
county clerk's office.
However those wanting to
file to run for the positions are
not required to do so until 90
days prior to the general election.
On the state level, Rep.
Melvin Henley, D-Murray, has
filed to run for another two
years representing Calloway and
part of Trigg County as 5th
District representative in the

state House of Representatives.
He is running unchallenged for
his third term, according to
Secretary of State Trey
Grayson's Web site this morning.
Meanwhile, 1st District Sen.
Ken Winters, R-Murray, is seeking his second four-year term.
However he will face a challenge in the November General
Election from either former First
District Sen. and U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard or former
Appeals Court Judge Rick
Johnson.
Hubbard and Johnson will
face off in the May primary for
the Democratic nomination.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, who
has filed to run for his seventh
two-year term for Kentucky's
First Congressional District,
will run unchallenged in the
However
Primary.
May
Democrat *Heather H. Ryan of

•See Page 3A
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Edwards ends presidential bid

PoliceSherifflies
Murray Police Department
Fraudulent use of a credit card was reported to the police
department Friday at 8.55 a.m.
-A theft was reported at 1609 Wiswell Road Apt D at 10 15 a.m.
-A report of forgery was taken at the police department Saturday
at 922 a.m
-A theft was reported to the police department at 9:50 a.m.
-Misty Glass, 26. of Murray was cited for possession of drug
paraphernalia.
-Drug paraphernalia was found at the intersection of 13th and
Olive Streets at 4:30 p.m.
-Criminal mischief was reported at Hih Burger Sunday at 7:06
a m.
-A hit and run was reported at Brentwood Apartments at 8:09
am
-A theft was reported at 289 Bailey Road Apt. L at 1 44 p m
Murray State University Police Department
-A report of second degree burglary was taken Sunday at 4.46
p m when a caller reported theft of personal property.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
The burglary of a farm shop was reported on US Highway 641
North Friday at 10 40 am
- A traffic accident with injuries was reported Saturday at 7:08
pm
— Information is obtained from reports,
citations and logs from various agencies.

DENVER (AP)— Democrat
John Edwards is exiting the
presidential race today, ending a
scrappy underdog bid in which
he steered his rivals toward progressive ideals while grappling
with family hardship that roused
The
sympathies.
voters'
Associated Press has learned.
The two-time White House
candidate notified a close circle
of senior advisers that he
planned to make the announcement at a I p.m. EST event in
New Orleans that had been
billed as a speech on poverty.
according to two aides. The
decision came after Edwards
lost the four states to hold nominating contests so far to nvals
who stole the spotlight from the
beginning — Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Barack ()barna.
The former North Carolina
senator will not immediately
endorse either candidate in what
is now a two-person race for the

Marshall authorities
report possible scam
Staff Report
BENTON. Ky. — The
Sheriff•s
Marshall County
Department reported a possible
new scant to the area.
According to a release, the
complainant received a call
from an unknown person claiming to be a realtor in Honda.
They stated that they wished to
purchase a piece of land actually owned by the complainant in
Arizona. They wanted her to
send S500 to them for the paperwork and to prove that she was
serious in wanting to sell the

John Edwards
Democratic nomination, said
one adviser, who spoke on condition of anonymity in advance
of the announcement.
Edwards waged a spirited
top-tier campaign against the
two better-funded rivals, even as

111 Education key
From Front

property But when the complainant tned to get them to
speak to either her attorney or
the realtor, they quickly had an
answer and refused to do so.
Marshall County Sheriff's
officials believe this to be a
scam and remind area residents
not to send money to anyone
that has not been solicited. It is
especially imponantto protect
personal information and not
reveal, it to anyone who is
unknown or who wasn't contacted by you

look like," he said. "But we're going to be
working administratively to start cataloging
possible cuts, cost containment savings and
looking at various tuition scenarios."
Murray State University's science complex received mention by name during the
governor's address for which Dunn said he
was thankful for.
was glad that the governor explicitly
mentioned Murray State in
the budget speech and
included language that
would allow us to access
our 2006 appropriated
money to finish the chemistry building." he added.
Melvin
Rep.
State
Henley, D-Mun-ay. said he
was pleasantly surprised
Henley
that the science complex
was singled out for mention.
"I felt very comfortable that he was going
to have it in his budget because he and his

ClarNkadoe
Last night's game at Murray Stale with Samford was United
Way Dream Home Give-A-Way Night, however the home was not
given away. A fan simply had an opportunity to shoot half-court
shot to win a 1100 ticket for a chance at the home. The drawing is
scheduled for spring_

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
From Front
with a world of information.
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staff had promised me that it would be."
Henley said today. "I've sat on their front
steps for the last two weeks to make sure
and it was rewarding to actually have it
mentioned in his budget address."
Beshear made it clear he regretted the
financial situation universities are finding
themselves in. "In postsecondary education.
I am deeply disturbed by the agonizing
position in which we find ourselves," he
said. "I strongly believe in the missions and
goals of our colleges and universities and I
regret offering a budget with reductions in
this area.
The governor committed that need-based
student financial aid programs would not be
harmed from reductions while encouraging
university presidents and boards to "discover greater management efficiency and cost
containment.**
State Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, said
his "heart goes out to the universities
because it would appear that they're going
to be cut to some degree."
"There was a commitment on the gover-

I...
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building was destroyed and a
barn that was under comerectios
was blown down on the Alex
Fork Road.
He said a tree was blown
onto a power line on Kentucky
94 West and the tree caught fire.
-The Airport Road area and
the Coles Campground Road
area were darkened for approximately three hours due to a
power outage.- he said. "There
was a lot of minor damage
throughout the whole county. It
was really hard on the crews
from the DES and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue. When they
went out it was around 60
degrees, and when they came in
the temperatures had dropped
down to the 20s."
Keith Todd, public information officer for Distnct One and
Two with the Kentucky
Department of Transportation in
Reidland. noted reports of trees
down in a number of locations,
including along Ky. 94 East of
Murray and in Marshall County
near the intersection of Ky. 402
and Ky. 139.
He said several farmers and
other volunteers assisted highway crews with tree and limb
removal. They also had reports
of trees down on approximately

There are so many stones of
how Big Brothers and Big
Sisters(BBBS)changes live.
One story is about Tom who
worked for a nonprofit organiration in Virginia and decided
to become a Big Brother for
Ryan.
Ryan had one younger
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nor's part to restore some
funding for Bucks for
Brains ($60 million bond
authorization) and including all those projects that
were vetoed from earlier
budget times."
"These had the support
of both the House and
Winters
Senate in 2006," said
Beshear. "Many are on the
campuses of our state universities. There
should be no debate about moving forward
now...
Winters said he and the general assembly
will "do everything we can in order to protect our institutions of education, K-12 and
higher ed from as much budget cuts as we
possibly can."
"We all know our economic future, our
cultural future, everything depends on a
solid educational experience so it becomes
so important to us to do everything we can
to make sure that experience is a positive
one for our students."

10 roads in Trigg County, and
repOrtsi of • semi-tractor trailer
overturned on 1-24 in Christian
County.
A semi-tractor trailer was
also reported to have overturned
on the Jackson Purchase
Parkway near the intersection
with 1-24.
Todd said Eggners Ferry
Bridge over the Tennessee River
and Kentucky Lake at Aurora
was temporanly closed after
being hit by a loaded coal barge.
The bridge at the Marshall
County and Tngg County line
was closed to traffic for approximately two hours. The bridge is
at the eastern entrance to Land
Between the Lakes.
According to Todd. the U.S.
Coast Guard reported the Motor
Vessel Elly Lane had a I5-barge
tow of loaded coal barges headed downstream. While passing
under the U.S. 68 Eggners Ferry
Bridge the pilot said the tow was
hit by a 45-50 mph wind gust.
The tow hit the left descending
pier breaking several cables that
held the tow together.He said inspectors checked
the bridge and no structural
damage was found. The bridge
was then reopened to traffic.

NOAA's
to
According
National Weather Service
Weather Forecast Office in
Paducah,"A powerful cold front
barreled across the area late
Tuesday afternoon and evening.
Moist southerly flow converging ahead of the front resulted in
the development of a narrow
line of showers and thunderstorms over southeast Missouri
and southern Illinois late in the
afternoon. This line quickly traversed east into southwest
Indiana and western Kentucky
early in the evening. Just enough
instability was present in the
lower part of the atmosphere to
mix down very strong winds
aloft. There were numerous
reports of strong wind gusts in
excess of 60 mph. In some
cases, winds even gusted to 70
to 80 mph."
According to the Associated
Press, thousands of Kentucky
residents across the state
remained without power after
Tuesday's line of severe thunderstorms and gusting winds
swept across the state.
Forecasters say cold temperatures that the storm brought
with it will remain for a few
days.
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BBBS changing lives!

••,•• ••
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paign will end the way it began
13 months ago — with the candidate pitching in to rebuild
lives in a city still ravaged by
Hurricane Katrina. Edwards
embraced New Orleans as a
glaring symbol of what he
described as a Washington that
didn't hear the cries of the
downtrodden.
Edwards burst out of the
starting gate with a flurry of progressive policy ideas — he was
the first to offer a plan for universal health care, the first to
call on Congress to pull funding
for the war, and he led the
charge that lobbyists have too
much power in Washington and
need to be reigned in.
The ideas were all bold and
new for Edwards personally as
well, making him a different
candidate than the moderate
Southerner who ran in 2004
while still in his first Senate
term.

•

• Promotion ol women's heart health on site testing of
blood pressure, blood sugar. BMI and waist
•
•
measurement, and AHA Heart Risk Assessment.
•
•
In addition to testing, snacks and
•
refreshments will be served and educational
•
information and promotional giveaways
•
•
•

he dealt with the stunning blow
of his wife's recurring cancer
diagnosis. In a dramatic news
conference last March, the couple announced that the breast
cancer that she thought she had
beaten had returned, but they
would continue the campaign.
Their decision sparked a
debate about family duty and
public service. But Elizabeth
Edwards remained a forceful
advocate for her husband, and
she was often surrounded at
campaign events by well-wishers and emotional survivors
cheenng her on.
to
planned
Edwards
announce his campaign was
ending with his wife and three
children at his side. Then he
planned to work with Habitat for
Humanity at the volunteerproject
rebuilding
fueled
Musicians' Village, the adviser
said.
With that, Edwards' cam-
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brother and his mom was a single mom with two jobs and little time for quality time with
Ryan or his brother.
Over the years, Tom and
Ryan spent many, many hours
together playing baseball.
going to the movies, working
on homework together or just
hanging out. Ryan eventually
graduated from high school and
went on to Old Dominion
University where he received a
degree in engineering.
A few years later when Ryan
got marned he asked Tom to he
his hest man. Torn and Ryan
remain hest fnends still to this
day.
BBBS changes lives: it
changes the life of the child
and it definitely changes the
life of the mentor as well.
Studies conclude that children
with a mentor are 46 percent
less likely to start using drugs,
S2 percent less likely to skip
school and more successful
with relationships at school and
at home.

BBBS is
serving
approximately 70 children in
Murray and
Calloway
County but
we need to
serve MOM
and with
your help we
can.
By Suzy Crook
Experience BBBS Director
the magic
for Murraythat comes
Calloway
from giving
County
to others and
call today to volunteer to be a
Mentor to a child an our community!
Call me today at 759-2227,
and any parent or teacher can
request a mentor by calling the
same number. Thanks to
everyone who helps us make a
difference.. one child at a time!
We'll be back next month
with more news about BBBS.
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Lexington hotel manager named
state parks commissioner
has been

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A Lexington hotel manager
named commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Parks.
Gerry Van der Meer has resigned from his position as general
manager of the Crowne Plaza Campbell House Inn to take the position.
Van der Meer has worked in the hospitality industry for 35 years,
spending time at the Hilton Suites at Lexington Green and hotels in
Colorado and Massachusetts.
He will oversee the state's system of 52 parks and historic sties,
which include 17 resort parks with lodges.

Police: Former Bellarmine student
d baby
'freaked' when she delivereformer
Bellarmine

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Police say a
University student accused of murdering her newborn daughter and
concealing the body told them she "freaked' when she delivered the
baby.
According to court documents released Tuesday, Kathryn "Katie"
McCoy told police she put the her daughter in a trash can because
she thought the baby was dead.
McCoy has pleaded not guilty to charges of murder and tampering with physical evidence. She is free on $50.000 bond and has a
court hearing scheduled for Wednesday.
The Plainfield. Ind.. says she hid her pregnancy from her parents,
roommates and friends
Police said McCoy gave birth to a baby girl in the bathroom of her
dorm room on Oct. 26 and then let the infant fall into the toilet. She
was charged after the girl was found in a gym bag.

Judge pushes up date, urges
plane crash case an
settlements in Ky. liability
case against Comair for

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
•August 2006 deadly plane crash in Kentucky will head to trial much
earlier than expected after a judge's surprise ruling Tuesday aimed
at re-igniting settlement talks.
U.S. District Judge Karl Forester announced he is setting a new
trial date of Aug. 4 — four months earlier than lawyers on both sides
were expecting.
1 think this case just needs to be tried," Forester said Tuesday in
the first court hearing on the case this year.
During that tnal, a jury will consider whether Comair is solely to
blame for the crash that killed 49 people or whether other entities,
such as the Federal Aviation Administration and Blue Grass Airport.
share responsibility.
The August trial also will determine whether Comair must pay
punitive damages. but a separate trial later would decide the other
monetary damages owed to the various families filing suit.
Comair's attorney, Ed Stopher. said the airline has settled with 15
estates of crash victims, but attorneys for some of the other victims'
families said talks have hit a snag over uncertainty about whether
the federal government will be added to the case.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Ron Lewis'
rise to Congress from a traditional
Democratic stronghold was a surprise. His
sudden retirement turned out to be equally
shocking.
Lewis,61,in his seventh
full House term, withdrew
abruptly as a candidate in
Kentucky's 2nd District on
Tuesday, moments before
the filing deadline for candidates.
The Republican went
.1-to t.ak from
being an obscure
Lewis
9teieristian bookstore owner
to a congressman in 1994, and his career
spanned the rise and fall of Republican
majonties in the House. His small-town,
conservative beliefs appealed to voters in
the district, and he won convincingly in
every re-election campaign.
Lewis said Tuesday that his decision to
retire after his current term was agonizing
and that he didn't make up his mind until the
last minute.
"But now that 1 made it. I'm very comfortable with it," Lewis told reporters in a
conference call.
The decision surprised Republican insiders in Kentucky.
"It's kind of shocking," state Republican
chairman Steve Robertson said. "Ron's rep-

resented the district for a long time, and he's
done a fine job."
Two Republicans quickly stepped forward as possible successors to Lewis — his
chief of staff, Daniel London, and state Sen.
Brett Guthrie. Lewis immediately endorsed
London, saying his top assistant "knows the
ins and outs of the 2nd District."
The 2nd District race suddenly became a
more tempting target for national Democrats
wanting to expand their advantage in the
House. The party has two candidates from
Daviess County — state Sen. David Boswell
and county Judge-Executive Reid Haire.
The mostly rural district covers portions
of central and western Kentucky.
Lewis capitalized on perfect political
timing in the spring of 1994. The death of
longtime Democratic Rep. William Natcher
had left a vacancy in the 2nd District seat.
Lewis emerged as the Republican candidate
against a well-known Democrat who was
the heavy favorite.
Lewis tapped into Republican momentum, especially in rural areas, and was an
upset winner in the special election. The
strategy was to link Lewis' Democratic
opponent to President Clinton, and one
memorable television ad morphed their
faces.
The Republican victory in the heart of
Democratic territory was a sign of things to
come. Months later, the GOP took contiol of
Congress in an election thrashing of
Democrats across the country. It also sig-

naled the rise of Republicanism acrus•

Kentucky — where the GOP now holds both
U.S. Senate seats, four of six House seats
and the state Senate.
Lewis spokesman Michael Dodge said
the congressman's legacy would include
safeguarding Fort Knox as an integral part
of the Army amid the military's base
realignment, passing the tobacco buyout and
extending outpatient veterans clinics.
Early in his career, Lewis promised to
stay in Congress just four terms, but later
backed off the pledge in a letter to supporters. Voters didn't hold it against him, returning him to Congress by wide margins.
In 2006, Lewis faced his toughest campaign in years when the Democratic challenger was a retired Army officer and state
lawmaker. Lewis won with 55 percent of the
vote, even while his party was losing control
of Congress.
Lewis said Tuesday that tough race had
no bearing on his decision to retire.
"If anyone survived '06 as a Republican,
then this next election would not be near as
challenging," he said.
Asked about his career plans, Lewis said
Tuesday he wants to stay active in politics
but otherwise offered no particulars. But
after years of dividing his time between
Washington and Kentucky, there's one thing
for certain, he said.
"I'll be home again, and I'm looking forward to being home," he said.
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Truck crashes into school bus, no
students injured — A pickup truck hit a school bus

SHEPHERDSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
south of Louisville, injuring the truck driver and sending the students
to a hospital to be checked out.
The crash happened just before 2:30 p.m. EST Tuesday on
Zoneton Road in Bullitt County. School officials say the truck hit the
bus head-on.
Details of the truck driver's injuries aren't available.
The North faullittHigh Schoot students were taken to a hospital as
a precaution, and parents were told to pick them up there.

Owner injured in Hardin Co.
restaurant fire A central Kentucky

restaurant is
GLENDALE, Ky. (AP) —
destroyed and its owner in the hospital after a fire.
The News-Enterprise in Elizabethtown reports that firefighters
respooded to the fire at The Depot Restaurant in Glendale at about
4:30 a.m. Officials at the scene say the fire was contained by 6 a.m.
Restaurant owner Tony York's hands were burned and he was
taken to University Hospital in Louisville.
The upstairs was burned severely and the bottom floor suffered
heavy smoke and water damage.

From Front
Paducah has filed to run for and
is the only Democrat to file as of
Tuesday's deadline.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
has filed for re-election in the
Senate, but will face a challenge
from Republican David Essek of
Jellico, Tenn. in th.. May
Primary. Assuming a victory for
McConnell in May, he would
then face a Democratic nominee
to be elected from among eight
possible candidates.
Democrats filing to run for
the Democratic • nomination
include Bruce Lunsford of
Louisville, Andrew Horne of
Louisville, David Wylie of
Harrodsburg, David L. Williams
of Glasgow, James Rice of
Campbellsville, Greg Fischer of
Louisville. Keeneda Stepp of
Michael
and
Manchester
AP
Cassaro of Prospect.
Candidates filed to run for Democrat Bruce Lunsford, center, is led out of the Secretary of State's office after filing his
Democratic and Republican
Mitch
candidacy papers to run for the U. S. Senate seat currently held by Republican Sen.
nominations for president in
Tuesday.
Ky.,
Frankfort,
Kentucky include Democrats McConnell in
Barack Obama of Illinois, Arkansas, Mitt Romney of Mayor Rudy Giuliani.
the race today. Edwards did this
Hillary Clinton of New York Massachusetts, Ron Paul of
Giuliani was expected to morning.
and John Edwards of South Texas and former New York announce his withdrawl from
Carolina. Republicans seeking
Kentucky voters for the presidential nomination include Alan
Keys of Utah, John McCain of
Arizona, Mike Hu-kabee of

ACFAS

Podiatrist
4044Jackson Purchase Medical Center
William Adams.
Dr. Atiame completed his medical education at
- $elma College of 'Pocliatric Medicine in Chicago,
tillnots. He is Board Certified in Foot,
Reconstructive Rearfoot and Ankle Surgeries
and is a member of the American College of
Foot and Ankle Surgeons and the American
Podiatric Medical Association.
Dr. Adams has been practicing at the
in
02
Southern Illinois Foot and Ankle Clinic
July
since
IL
Carhondale,
Lie will begin practicing at tile
Morgan-llaugh Medical Group on
frostinnounoe the arrival of Dr

ited
cky
Late
fter
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peright
few

January 28th. To learn more about
scheduling an appointnient, please call
kis office.
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Perspective
Perspective is something that we try to teach our history
students at Murray State
We talk about point-of-view or
the "climate of opinion" in which historians wnte a book or
article of history
Sometimes in our everyday lives we
take for granted our own perspective, our
own point-of-view. Or we make the mistake of believing that we are always nght,
that we always have a clear view of
things.
What if we were able to look through
the eyes of others, or as the old Native
American adage would have it. "walk a
mile in his moccasins" Perhaps it would
make us less self-centered, less parochial,
less set in our ways.
Samuel Woodworth wrote nostalgically
Home and
about his childhood, and particularly about
Away
his memories of an old oaken bucket from
By James
which he would quench his thirst:
Duane Bohn
"lloit dear to nis heart are the scenes
Ledger 8 Times
of my chtldholid.
Columnist
When fond recollections presents
them to view!
lite cot hard. the meadow the deep tangled wildwood.
And eters loved spot which my infancy knew,
The wide-spreading pond and the mill that stood by it.
The bridge and the rock where the cataract fell.
The cot of ms father the dam house nigh it.
And e'en the rude bucket that hung in the well.
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Volatile GOP race looms for McCain, Romney
as a candidate whose time
has passed and who isn't
loyal to Republican ideals.

POLITICS TODAY
By Liz SIDOTI
though he
scores in single digits in
voting.
That leaves
\.1
only McCain
and Romney
with a serious
shot at the
nomination.
McCain
McCain has
momentum working on his
side from hack-to-back wins:
Romney has money and
proven fundraising skills.
In the race for delegates
to the national party convention. McCain (93) leads, followed by Romney (59),
Huckabee (40). Paul (4) and
Giuliani (
Up next on Tuesday: 21
GOP contests offering 1.023
of the 1,191 delegates needed to secure the nomination.
"In one week, we will
have as close to a national
primary as we've ever had
in this country. I intend to
win it and be the nominee
of our party." McCain
declared.
Romney, no doubt, will
do whatever he can to prevent that, including. if
absolutely necessary, pouring
more of his own fortune into
his campaign. He's already
contributed some $40 million
to his own bid, and hasn't
been shy about criticizing his
rivals from the TV airwaves
or while he campaigns.
"I think what will happen
across the country is that
conservatives will give a
good thought to whether or
not they want to hand the
party's nomination over to
Senator McCain. He has not
been their champion over the
last several years," Romney
said in an interview Wednesday on ABC's "Good Morn-

ing America."
"I think
there will be
a movement
within the
Republican
party to coalesce around
a conservative
candidate.
Romney
Mike Huckstay
might
abee, of course,
in, and that might be one of
the reasons he does so — is
to try and split that conservative vote."
Thus, the next seven days
promise to be a dog fight.
No love lost between
them. McCain and Romney
spent the run up to Florida's
primary bitterly sparring over
national mecurity and the
economy. Both campaigns are
gearing up for another
rough-and-tumble week in
which negative campaigning
probably will spike even
higher.
"Who is it that has got
the experience and background and knnwledge to
take on the challenge of radical Islamic extremism? Governor Romney has no experience there." McCain said
early Tuesday in a preview
of what's to come.
Romney. for his part,
slapped at McCain, saying:
"One of the candidates out
there running for president
said that the economy is not
his strong suit; well, it's my
strong suit."
The coming week is all
but certain to get personal.
McCain's campaign views
Romney as a serial flip-flopper who doesn't have a core
set of beliefs and who
changes his positions for
political reasons. Romney's
campaign sees McCain. 71,

The sparks could start
Wednesday night in California when the Republicans
still in the race debate at
Ronald Reagan's presidential
library in Simi Valley, Calif.
There were signs Tuesday
in Florida that McCain may
be breaking through as the
choice of the party establishment and a candidate able to
unite all wings of the
Republican Party. If so, he
may be unstoppable.
Polling as people left voting stations showed McCain
won among Republican moderates, Hispanics, Florida's
numerous older voters and
people who ranked the economy as their top issue, while
Romney relied on a solid
backing from conservatives
and people troubled by illegal immigration and abortion.
McCain made progress
among people calling themselves Republicans; he had
been relying chiefly on inciependents, moderates and
other groups on the periphery of the GOP for his
strength in previous, contest.
Lately, he has shown signs
of appealing to party regulars.
As if to cap off his
ascension as the race's current front-runner, voters
picked McCain as the most
electable GOP candidate for
the general election and most
qualified to be commander in
chief, with more than four in
10 naming him for each.
Liz Sidoti covers the
Republican presidential race
for the Associated Press.
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MIAMI (API — John
McCain has emerged as the
hailed as a treasure.
I hat 11111\.\-1 ,tvered bus Act
man to beat for the RepubliFor often at noon. st hen returned from the field.
can nomination.
found it the source of an exquisite pleasure,
Only Mitt Romney stands
The purest and sweetest that nature can yield.
in his way.
Hots ardent I seized it. with hands that were glowing.
"We have a ways to go,
And quo A to the ss hue-pebbled bottom it fell.
hut we are getting close," a
Then SIPOn, is ah the emblem of truth overflowing.
gleeful McCain told supportAnd drip'i'i ss ith «polness, it rose from the well.
ers shortly after clinching
Well, you get the idea This poet is remembering back
to his childhood to an article of delight, an old oaken buckFlorida's pnmai-y. A disapet, that came to represent for him the innocence and joy of
pointed Romney promised to
the simple pleasure, of youth.
press on.
There alway s has to be some crank with a different perThe GOP nomination fight
spective, a different point-of-view. And, sure enough. some
has boiled down to a
finally
BuckOaken
"Unknown" poet rewrote the poem. "The Old
rillk:e after 3 year of
two-man
et." with a different slant, an angle the poet said. "as cenvolatility that made 2008 the
sored by the Board of Health " Here, then, is a different
most wide-open GOP nomiversion of the poem:
nation fight in half a centu"With u hat anguish of mind I remember my childhood.
ry.
Ret ailed in the light of knobs ledge since gained.
Me 'notorious farm, thr Is et. fungous-groun wildwood.
In one corner: McCain.
The chills then contracted that since have remained.
the four-term Arizona senator
it,
by
TI'- scUM-I otered duck-pond, the pigsty close
and former Vietnam prisoner
The Judi where the sour -smelling house drainage
of war arguing that he alone
Ii'!!.
has the experience. judgment
The damp. shaded duelling. the foul barnsard nigh it
and leadership to be a
ell.
is
Hut worse than all else Was that terrible
wartime commander in chief.
And the old otiArn bucket, the mold-( rusted but krt.
In the other corner RomThe nsoss-coverril bucket that hung In the wen."
Well now The unknown parodist clearly has a different
ney. a former Massachusetts
And as much as v,c sometimes dislike chalperspective
governor with two-decades of
lenges to out own points-of view. points-of-view often cloudwork in the private sector
ed over with nostalgia. by taking seriously the perspectives
who claims he is hest able
of others. as hard and inconvenient as that might be.- we can to turn around an economy
learn mut h atsiiiit the truth of our lives, the reality of our
bearing down on a recession.
world
The once-crowded field is
.set to grow thinnea'WednesThum' Bohn teat hes in the Department of History at
day when former New York
Murray State I./nisei-sits. Ill nuts be rem hed at
Mayor Rudy Giuliani -dutine.bolin(a murnis state edit
who went 0-7 in contests --drops out of the race and
endorses McCain. That could
help McCain in delegate-rich.
more moderate states slated
to vote next week. like California. New York and Illinois. But it also could give
Romney fodder to claim that
McCain isn't the truest conU.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
servative in the race.
Washington, DC 20510
2411 Raybum House Office Bldg
Among the others. Mike
1-202-225-3115
wwsv house gov whitheld
Huckabee. the former
Arkansas governor who won
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
Iowa, remains in the nomina137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, DC.20510 tion hunt hut has little
1-202-224-4343 money anti has scored in the
bunning senate gov
WWVI 11M bUnnIng
teens or below in five of the
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
seven contests so far. Texas
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. DC.20510 Rep. Ron Paul has made no
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #1
move to withdraw even

num guTg
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I have been following some of the
discussion of the bill that will require
random drug testing of those on welfare and food stamps. One side says
it is unconstitutional and an extreme
invasion of privacy while the other
says it will make people more responsible. rescue children from passible abuse
and locate those needing care for
addiction problems.
I have no clue as to whether it is
constitutional or not. hut I haven't seen
anything in the constitution about drug
testing or that preventing people from
harming themselves or others is wrong.
I do know a little something about
poverty and addiction. I am a recovering alcoholic for one, and I have studied the problem and worked with some
addicted persons. I believe before anyone can effectively solve a problem
they must first understand it. I don't
know just how much politicians underI don't know how
stand addiction
often they consult with people that
wort in that field.
What is our motive here? Is it to
stop or reduce addictive behavior? Is
it to, find and treat those who need it?
Is it to find children that might be
endangered by parents abusing drugs?
Is it to punish those who misuse government funds? Is it to make people
What probMOIT fiscally responsible?
lem are we trying to solve here?
First of all addicts ay- at various
Whether they can
stages of addiction

be helped depends upon the substance
they are addicted to and how long they
have been addicted. Some people are
more susceptible to addiction than others. Do we know how many of the
poor are addicted? This may be one
way to find out. There are ways to
deceive those doing the testing and
most addicts know them, therefore testing may be fruitless anyway. Even if
you detect an acct and force them
into treatment unless they want to
recover treatment will do them no
good. Only those who sincerely want
to recover have a real chance to and
then the ratio of those who recover
depends on how good the program is.
Even when someone is sincere, goes
through the program and is clean and
sober for a period of time stand a
good chance of relapse. Many relapse
more than once before being able to
stay clean.
In the battle against addiction the
hest weapon is to never use an addictive substance to begin with. If everyone stopped abusing drugs and alcohol
all the dealers would disappear along
with 80% of the crime and about 80%
of the senous health problems. All it
would take is people refusing to use
and abuse those substances.
Think of one substance you really
enjoy. Something you often crave. Is
it coffee. sweets, food, or something
else that you cannot leave alone?
When something, anything gains control

of your life it is addiction. Your life
begins to be planned around that substance or activity. Can't miss that ballgame! 'The substance or activity takes
first priority in your life. You find
yourself lying and deceiving others to
use. Your job is no longer important.
Your family and friends are no longer
important unless they use with you. If
the addiction becomes powerful enough
you will find it necessary to lie, steal
and in some cases kill to get that substance. People under the power of
addiction are slaves and cannot break
free without help. Some do not want
to be free, they love and serve their
god because it gives them a wonderful
high and is the only thing that will
take them away from their emotional
and physical pain.
Will this bill do any good? If not,
what will? How many more have die?
How many more lives have to be wasted before people will believe addiction
destroys and leave it alone? People do
what they want. Why do people want
to do destructive things? We live in a
culture where many people not only
want to destroy themselves but take as
many as they can with them. Can we
save such a generation? Only God can
save us from ourselves. What have we
done? We have seen the enemy and
he is us!
Robert H Jetton
Murray, Ky
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Fierce winter storm grips Midwest

Obituaries
Lester Thacker
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CHICAGO (AP) - Severe
thunderstorms, tornadoes and
fierce winds sliced through the
Midwest Tuesday, leaving
behind bitterly cold air and blizOliver L Rachel
in the northern Plains that
zards
Oliver L. Rachel. 73, Almo. died Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2008, at 3:52
in some areas
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Collier Funeral Home of sent temperatures
degrees in a
50
by
plummeting
Benton is in charge of arrangements.
few hours.
Forecasters warned more had
Mrs. Velda Sullivan
was on the way today.
weather
Mrs. Velda Sullivan, 83, Princeton, died Monday, Jan. 28, 2008,
"This is going to be a hard,
at 10:30 a.m. in the emergency room of Western Baptist Hospital.
vicious slap in the face from
Paducah. Het husband, Rev. H.G. Sullivan, and one sister, Pauline
Mother Nature," Gino lzzi,
Woodall, preceded her in death. Born June 20, 1924 in Crittenden
meteorologist with the National
Margie
and
Woodall
County, she was the daughter of the late Reed
Weather Service in Romeoville,
Belt Woodall.
III, said Tuesday night. "The
Survivors include two sons, Franklin Sullivan, Paducah, and
temperature drop we saw was
John Sullivan, Albemane, N.C.; one daughter, Mrs. Doris Brown,
really spectacular in a bad way."
Princeton; eight grandchildren, Robin Brown, Murray, and David
High winds associated with
Brown, Kimberly Chance, Marti, Craig, Alex and Chad Sullivan.
may have killed
thunderstorms
several
and Dani Harrison; one siste:, Melba Jordan, Lyon County;
two people in Indiana, authorinieces and nephews.
ties said Tuesday. Snow forced
The funeral will be Thursday at II a.m. at Walnut Grove Baptist
the closure of schools and highChurch where she was a member with Rev. Dean Ray officiating.
ways in many areas, and avaBurial will follow in the Rowland Cemetery.
warnings were issued for
lanche
4
from
Princeton,
Home,
Visitation will be at Morgan's Funeral
regions.
Western
some
to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday). Expressions of sympathy may be
"I wouldn't call it a common
made to Gideon's International, c/o David Mitchell,9275 Cadiz Rd.,
occurrence to see winds this
Princeton, KY 42445 or Walnut Grove Baptist Church,c/o Dewayne
strong with this kind of snow,"
Vinson, 5755 Hwy. 902 E, Fredonia, KY 42411.
lzzi said. "This isn't something
we see every year."
Mrs. Catherine Woff Kay
The cold air and wind gusts
a.m.
II
at
Monday
was
Kay
Wolf
Catherine
Mrs.
for
funeral
The
as 70 mph slammed into
high
as
Barbara
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev.
where fog created
Midwest,
the
Blackmon-Fortune officiated. Burial was in the Maple Springs
problems for air travel Tuesday
Springs
Maple
to
made
be
may
sympathy
of
Cemetery. Expressions
in Chicago. About 350 flights
United Methodist Church Memorial Fund. 9643 U.S. Hwy.68 East.
were canceled Tuesday at
Benton, KY 42025.
AP
International Airport.
O'Hare
at
2008,
25,
Jan.
Friday,
died
Benton,
Mrs. Kay, 97, Birch Street,
of Chelsea Yerdon of Crested Butte, Colo., shovels the front of the Crested Butte establishDepartment
Chicago
said
10 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Aviation spokesman Karen ment's sidewalk wondenng where to put the snow when the banks of the sidewalk are already
A retired math professor at College of North Central, Ill., and of
Pride.
First
at
organist
church
eight feet high Tuesday.
Murray State University, she had been the
The system also dragged
Presbyterian Church,' Downers Grove, Ill. She was a member of
and dime-size hail were reported across the Cascade Mountains.
frigid air across the northern ardous."
Maple Spring United Methodist Church. Daughters of American
Tuesday. Two unconfirmed fun- The pass was to remain closed
ice
went
workers
Set-A
1,500
Weather
The
Some
Plains,
active
was
She
Revolution and Marshall County Historical Society.
reported a midday temperature home early from the Mayo nel clouds were reported, said until Wednesday morning.
in the "Big Singing Day" at Benton.
degrees at Glasgow, Clinic in Rochester, Minn., Dick Knaup, the county's emer- Meagan McFadden of the state
Preceding her in death were her husband, Riley A. Kay. one son, of minus-24
Department of Transportation
Dakota registered while critical medical staff were gency management director.
North
Mont.
Wolf
David James Kay, her parents, Claude Shannon and Mabel
week began with heavy said.
The
could
they
so
minus-54
of
hotels
factors
in
up
put
chill
wind
Shannon, and one brother. Claude Elwood Shannon.
More than 200 trucks were
Garrison, while stay close to serve patients. The snow pummeling mountain
Survivors include one daughter. Pat Kay Gleiberman, Rockville degrees at
to backed up at North Bend, waitstate
Washington
from
areas
flight
put
also
minus-24
of
winds
low
a
hit
blustery
Williston
Centre, N.Y. .; two grandchildren, Rachel Gleibennan, New York.
operations on ice at the northern Arizona as two storms ing to move freight across the
degrees.
and Deborah Gleiberman, California; several nieces and nephews.
converged, one from hard-hit pass. On a typical weekday, as
Most of Minnesota was under Rochester airport.
Firefighters in southwestern California and another from the many as 7,000 trucks travel 1-90
wind chill warnings until noon
Wednesday due to indexes that Indiana pulled two bodies from Gulf of Alaska, meteorologists over Snoqualmie Pass. she
added.
fell into the minus-30 degree a mobile home near Evansville said.
Snow also closed highways
The storms were followed
level. It was as low as 50 that had been turned on its side
degrees below freezing in by winds in a thunderstorm, Tuesday by a third that threat- in Minnesota, Colorado and
ened to leave up to 20 inches of Wyoming.
WEHT-TV reported.
Hibbing.
Two of three snowmobilers
Residents near Danville, west snow in Idaho's mountains, said
Though only light snow fell
WASHINGTON (AP)-The to move through the atmosphere
Breidenbach of the Weather lost in the mountains west of
Jay
funnel
reported
eastern
and
central
Indianapolis,
western,
of
in
U.S. military is developing con- and break up.
Denver were found late
on Tuesday, winds snap- clouds, and damage was report- Service office in Boise, Idaho.
Renuart added that there does Iowa
tingency plans to deal with the
said Summit County
Tuesday,
the
on
was
storm
fourth
A
Morgan
ping as fast as 6) mph caused ed to a home and the
possibility that a large spy satel- not as yet appear to be much visibility problems, and temper- County
in way to the interior West: "By sheriff's spokeswoman Paulette
Courthouse
lite expected to fall to Earth in concern about sensitive tech- atures drped into single digits. Martinsville.
Thursday. the next storm will be Hon.The third was still missing.
In Oregon. two snowmobilfalling
satellite
the
on
nologies
nght on our doorstep. This is
March
Weather
early
or
eastern
and
February
National
central
late
In north
The
system." ers were rescued Monday after
storm
a
into enemy hands.
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Lester Thacker, 67, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2008, at I
p.m: at his home. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
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Celebrating Birthdays This Week

HILLIARD LYONS

Although we don't have birthdays
this week, we wish a happy birthday
to anyone celebrating!
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North Calloway Academic Team wins first place
(TINTON. Ky. — The North
Calloway Academic Team won
first place Saturday at the West
Kentucky Elementary Academic Association Invitational at
Hickman County Elementary.
North won four consecutive
matches to capture the first
place title over 14 other elementary schools.
1111 the first round, the team
heat Reidland 27 to 7. Round
2 the win was over Hickman
29 to I. In the semifinals.
North heat Ilendron Lone Oak
by the score of 29 to lb, and
then they went on to beat Farin the championship by the
score. of 27 to 10.
Team members who competed are:
Haler Bergman.
James Harrison. Sam Morehead.
Mark Tyler. hunter Bailey, Josh
Betts. Cassidy Neal and Brianna Dodd. The team is coached
by Vicki Pierce and Susan Earheart.
North's Academic Team finished second in the invitational last year. and fourth year
before last.
They were both District and
Regional Champions in the
21X/5-2006 and 2006-2007 Governors ('up competitions.

The Humane Society of Calloway County will be microchipping pets on Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Murray State
University's Doggie Day Spa, hosted by
students in the Animal Health Technology
and Pre-veterinary Club.
The students will give dogs a bath, nail
trim and ear cleaning for a fee. The Humane
Society will make custom pet ID tags on
site for a fee and will take free photos for
the local Lost Pet Photo Registry.
more information on microchipping
Datebook or For
Doggie Day Spa, contact the Humane
By Jo Burkeen
Society at 759-1884, or e-mail humanesoCommunity
ciety@murray-ky.net or visit the office at
Editor
607 Poplar St., suite A-1.

Art Guild plans informal discussion
Murray Art Guild will have a "Community Round Table
Discussion - On Photography" on Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
community room at the Calloway County Public Library. This
is an informal discussion on photography giving participants as
opportunity to share ideas and resources. Everyone is welcome.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Photo provided

North Calloway Elementary Academic Team members, from left, front row, Josh Betts, Sam
Morehead, Bnanna Dodd, Mark Tyler, back row, James Harrison, Hunter Bailey, Halee
Bergman and Cassidy Neal.
The team dedicated the win
to fellow team member. Rus-

sell Bohannon, who is in a
Louisville hospital. The trophy

will be sent to Russell to keep
as long as he is in Louisville.

Pierce chosen as January Rotary Murray High SOTM
selected
the Rotary January Student
of the Month for Murray High
School. Selected by faculty.
members. Pierce was recently
recogntied for this honor during a Ititar), nicctirn.,
con 1.01:4I1 Pierce was
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Humane Society to microchip
pets at Doggie Day Spa Saturday

skier it a great honor to be
chosen as "student of the
month" by the MI6 faculty. I
am very thankful that my hard
work is being rewarded by the
very people who I have grown
to respect and admire during
my years at Murray High."
Pierce said
A MHS senior, Pierce who
was selected by his peers as
the "Best Looking," senior male
,tudent. said he believes a Murray High student is a hard
vs(irking indiv idual vs ho is eager
II, help those in need. -I enjoy
being at school to learn and
grow both as a student and as
a person The administration and
stall encourage students to try
their hardest and work through
both academic and ethical problems and I hipe that tradition
continues in the future."
While a junior. pierce participated in The Kentucky Center (hovernor's School For the
Arts(GSA fat Transylvania University. During their three-week
stay. Pierce joined over 21X)
junior and senior Kentucky high
school students for in-depth
instruction in drama, one of
the seven artistic disciplines
offered
Each spring. approtimately
230 students are selected for
GSA, an honor which includes.
lull tuition, room and board
to attend the school, the opprtunity to learn in a suppo
community of di+linguised
toasterteachers, the chance
audition for scholarships het re
the nation's top college and
universities; and the 0 triunity of rrtorming at the Student Performance festival at
the conclusion of the program.
Pierce said he realued early
on he had a passion for the
creative arts. "I attribute a hit
of the talents and skills that I
have to Murray's Playhouse In
The Park Community Theatre
because it challenged me to
etplore my %emit of creativi-

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will
be Joyful Tones and Eddie Boone. There is no admission
charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

Reformers Unanimous to Meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

the best while at the same time
never forgetting to use his talents to help others. His con- Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion
tinued success on the MHS
Ruling Star Lodge will be selling ribs and chickens as a
Speech Team will support all fundraiser on Saturday from 10 a.m. to o 1 p.m. at 210 Walof his future endeavors, yet nut St.. behind Murray Supply.
the rich traditions he created
for the team will never be forLaker Band Chili supper rescheduled
gotten. I am proud to be able
The annual Laker Band Chili Supper/Auction, originally
to call myself Logan's teacher
scheduled for Friday, has been rescheduled to Monday. Feb.
and coach. He is a wonderful
I I, with the chili supper/auction to begin at 4:30 p.m. and run
student, citizen and orator
through 6:30 p.m. just before the basketball game tip off. The
whose forensics achievements
reschedule is due to the Murray vs. Calloway basketball games
will contribute to all he purbeing rescheduled.
sues in his lifetime."
Pierce has also assisted with
the after school French pro- MHS Football Banquet to be Feb. 10
The Murray High School Football Banquet has been changed
gram offered at MHS to younger
MISD children. "The after . to Sunday. Feb. 10, at 1 p.m. at MHS. Tickets for the meal
school French program has pro- and awards ceremony may be purchased in the MHS office
vided me with tangible evi- until this Friday. No tickets will be sold at the door. Players,
dence that I have the skills need- cheerleaders and dance team members do not need tickets, but
ed to teach others. I enjoy should let their coaches know if they are attending.
ty and expression."
working with other adolescents
Pierce said being a mem- and I am thankful for the Genealogical Society on Friday
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Friday at
ber on the MHS Speech team opportunities over the past few
10 a.m, in the annex of Calloway County Public Library, Greg
is by far the most 'influential years I have had to influence
Miller will speak about the January 1862 military invasion of
activity he has participated in others' in a positive way."
Jean Bennett. Leadership Murray and Calloway County, including the stories of some
while at MM. "I have been
able to use my theatrical tal- 'finnomm and Alumni Direc- local individuals that were subjected to the invasion. The pubents to develop my communi- tor. said she has enjoyed hav- lic is invited.
cation and public speaking ing Logan in both Leadership
skills. As far as influential teach- Tomorrow and
Leadership Youth Free-throw event Thursday
Fr. Joseph Saffer Council #6897 of the Knights of Columers. I owe a lot to both Kara Tomorrow Alumni. "In writing
Dowdy Byrn and 1.aune hlmin- our most recent America's bus will sponsor the 2008 Youth Free-throw Competition on
ster:' he said. "I have spent Promise 100 Best Communi- Thursday from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center.
countless hours with Byrn ties for Young People applica- This competition is open to boys and girls, ages 10-14, accordthrough Speech and she has tion (which was successful). ing to Kevin D'Angelo. coordinator. It enables local youth to
really put forth a lot of her Logan was chosen to write one advance to District, Regional. State. National and Internationtime to helping me succeed. of the student essays for the al levels of competition and recognition. D'Angelo said "our
council stands ready and willing to support the costs of advanceEdminster encouraged me so application."
ment for our local youth and we encourage all to try." For
much last year when I was
Pierce who is interested in
enrolled in her creative writ- creative wnting and the arts more information, contact D'Angelo at 293-7061.
ing class to communicate feel- as a possible college major is
ing and imaginative thought in considering five schools: Emerson College in Boston, Mass..
a creative way."
Byrn. MHS Speech Team DePaul University and UniverCoach. said Pierce has led the sity of Chicago, each in ChicaMHS Speech Team for four go, Ill.. New York Universiwonderful years. "Even as a ty New York, N.Y.. and George
!,oung freshman, he was not
Washington University in Washthe least bit shy. He proudly ington. D.C.
A member of the First Unitpert untied in front of many then,
and he confidently wins in ed Methodist Church.. Pierce
front of hundreds now." she is the soil of Kathy and Mike
NEW MAKKD OWN S &
said. "As the MHS Speech Team Pierce of Murray.
captain. Logan strives to be
CLEAKANCE ITEMS
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Groceries and More

Murray's Only
Discount Grocery Store!
Name Brands You Know & Trust!
Groceries, Cleaning Products. Health & Beauty

Fruit Supplememts
with tiveosvalpie ii-Chondroltla for Jolat Health
ONLY 750 EVERYDAY!
Buy One Get One Free With This Coupon.
408 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
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Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Grant Jackson

Glisson and Flexter

York and Gile

Roshella Grace Moyer of Paris. Tenn., and Mitchell Grant
Jackson of Murray were married Monday, Dec. 31, 2007 in a
private garden terrace ceremony in St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin
Islands.
The bride is the daughter of Melissa and Sidney Ray of
Henry, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Ronnie and Donna Jackson and
the father of Ashley and Sabrina Jackson, all of Murray.
Mrs. Jacksbn is a graduate of James Madison University of
Harrisonburg, Va. She is the training director at McKenzie
Banking Company, Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Jackson is a graduate of Calloway County High School.
He owns and operates Taylor Store Farrns and co-owns and
operates Lassiter Farms, Inc.
After a honeymoon in the South Caribbean, the couple is
residing at their home in Murray.
The couple is looking forward to sharing their experiences
at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, near Crossland, for a post-wedding reception on Sunday. Feb. 10, 2008,
from 2 to 4 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited and the
couple requests that guests not bring gifts.

Bill and Phylesia Glisson of Symsonia announce the engagement of their daughter, Mari Suzanne Glisson, to Landon Corey
Flexter, son of Kevin and Deborah Flexter of Chauncy, Ill.
Miss Glisson is the granddaughter of Lyndell and Betty
Lyles of Symsonia and Jane Glisson and the late Wiliam
Glisson of Kevil.
Mr. Flexter is the grandson of Marvin Martin and the late
Jenny Martin of Clay City, Ill., and the late Henry and Rosemary Flexter of Rinard,
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Graves County High
School and a 2007 graduate of Murray State University. She
is employed at Paschall Truck Lines.
The groom-elect is 2003 graduate of Red Hill High School
and a 2007 graduate of Murray State University. He is employed
by the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service
of Livingston County.
The wedding will be Saturday, March IS, 2008, at Goshen
United Methodist Church, Murray. Invitations are being sent.

David and Donna York of Benton announce the engagement
of their daughter, Dawn Marie York, to Steven Edward Gile
11, son of Steve and Beth Gile of Benton.
Miss York is the granddaughter of Eloise Lee and the late
Darwin Lee of Benton and the late Toy and Ruby York.
Mr. Gile is the grandson of Oscar and Lorraine Forsythe of
Benton and Jan Minard, all of Benton. and the late Edward
Gile.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate with a degree in psychology of Murray State University. She is employed as the
family/youth advocate by Merryman House Domestic Crisis
Center in Paducah.
The groom-elect is a 2002 graduate of Marshall ignty
High School, Benton, and is employed by Pella Company,
Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 13, 2008, at 6 p.m. at
the Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Center, Paducah. All relatives and friends are invited.

Youth workshops planned
Murray Art Guild will offer "Messy Friday" workshop for
ages 3-6 from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. for 12 weeks starting Friday
morning. For more information call the guild at 753-4059 or
e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net '

Murray CVB needs volunteers
The Murray Convention and
Visitors Bureau will host a
Volunteer Reception on Thursday at 4 p.m., at 201 South
Fourth Street, Murray.
Anyone interested in volunteering at the Murray CVB

is invited to attend.
Volunteers are needed for
various activities and events this
year. Coming to the reception
is not a commitment for volunteering, but a way to inform
the community of what the Mur-

ray CVB needs from them.
For more information about
the reception or the volunteer
program, contact Erin Carrico
at erincarrico@tounnurray.com
or 759-2199.

There's opportunity here

LEDGER & TIMES

BB&11"

Face to face. One on one.
People connecting with people.
LIFE IS ABOUT HAVING CHOICES. And never is that more true than when it comes
to your finances. At BB&T that's what we offer. Choices. But we don't stop there.
We walk you through it. So together we can decide what is right for you. How we do
this is simple. We get to know you first. This helps us help you. And finding the

I

service that will give you the best financial advantage is why we're here. Stop in
today and talk with one of our Loan Officers.
Visit any of our 4 Murray-area financial centers or call us at 270-767-2265
Pictured: Front 1. to R - Carolyn Todd, Shirley Thomas, Libby Slaton, Mary Gallimore and
Heidi Shultz. Back Ito R - Mike Maxwell, Trice Seargent, Andy Dunn and Chad Stubblefield.
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GOOD LUCK TIGERS!
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'Got Your FREE Full S inal Examination!'
YOU OM HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthntis
5. Dizziness
8. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Sinusitis

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11 Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
IS. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet
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By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
There was no face paint in the
crowd. There were no camera
trucks from ESPN and there was
no four-tenths of a second on the
game clock.
Still, none of that really
seemed
State

as

to

matter

they

to

Murray

exacted

some

on Samford. biting the
Bulldogs 62-34 Tuesday night in
front of 2.895 at the Regional
Special Events Center on the
Murray State campus.
The win was the eighth
straight for the Racers, who are
now in a first-place tie atop the
standings in the Ohio Valley
Conference with Austin Peay.
Murray State improved to 137 overall and 9-3 in the ()VC.
Meanwhile, Samford falls to 912 overall and 6-7 in the Valley.
revenge

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times

puts up this shot over two Tngg County defenders Tuesday night at Calloway County High School
Tyrrell Willis

Where there's a
Willis, there's a way
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LAKER SOPII0NIORWADS SQUAD
WITH 16 POINTS FA ROUTE TO VICTORY
By KYSER LOUGH
Sports Writer
the Calloway County Lakers
tended off a surging Trigg
County team, and managed to
squeak out a 70-67 win Tuesday
night
Led by TyreII Willis. lb
points, the Lakers tame hack
from a 55-46 third quarter
deficit despite fusing led 21-9
in the first quarter The Lakers
started strong, but waned alter
the half and allowed the
Wiltk:ats to pump up 28 points
in the third quarter while only
scoring nine
However. the Lakers fought
hack and ft bok the lead again
with SI seconds left in the game
thanks to a foul on Willis that
put the Lakers into the bonus
and gave him a chance to put his
team up 67.65 The Wildcats
answered quickly with a held

goal of their own, but once again
sent Willis to the free throw line
after fouling him as he went in
for a layup. The 111141-00C gave
the Lakers a 70-67 lead and a
scant two seconds on the clock
that the Wildcats Just couldn't
do anything with.
The second quarter was
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first

eight minutes had been near-per-

Austin Lilly had two threepointers. including one to put
the first points on the hoard
fect.

But
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Count!,

second
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since
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years
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one of
years.

quarter.
to

press

more in theplull-court and managed to cut‘ealloway's lead
down to ten.
The second quarter, other
than me Marshall County game
last week, has been a quarter
that we struggle in for some rea-
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State senior guard Bruce Carter goes up for two of his game-high 19 points against
Samford's Travis Peterson in the first half Tuesday night at the Regional Special Events
Center.
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RACERS LOOK FOR SEASON SWEEP
THURSDAY AT AUSTIN PEAY
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Tyler Holloway reacts
called in the first half Tuesday night against Samford. Murray
State built a 45-20 lead in the first half, before winning 62-34

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
The swagger is back and
apparently so is Murray State
basketball.
After a three-game losing
streak in December when things
seemed bleak for the 'Breds.
Murray State responded in 2008
and it's been nothing but great for
the blue and gold.
After a tnple overtime defeat
to Southeast Missouri State
Tuesday night. Austin Peay is
now in a virtwil first-place tie
with the Racers and will play.
host to the Racers Thursday night
at 7:30 p.m. at the Dunn Center
in Clarksville. Tenn.
Murray State, however, is riding high after notching its eighth
straight victory Tuesday. smacking Samford around to the tune
of a 62-34 heatdown.
It's games like this that have
Racer fans recalling teams of the
past when chest-humping was
the norm and the name on the
front of the jersey was more
important than the name on the
hack. and Billy Kennedy is making a believer. not only out of
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fans, but out of his players.
"I hope so." said second-year
head coach Billy Kennedy. when
asked if the team thought they
had that old-school swagger
back. "I still think we can get better. I still think Tony Easky out

to 21
oppo
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Bi
night'
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From Page 10A
Austin Peay, whom the Racers will face
Thursday night in Clarksville, fell in triple
overtime to Southeast Missouri State, 121116. to forge a first-place tie Tuesday. Right
now, Murray State holds the tie breaker
against the Governors after MSU beat them
82-70 back on Jan. 10 at the RSEC.
The Racers took it to Samford. early and
often, closing out the first half on a 15-2 run
and took a 25-point, 45-20 lead into the
locker room.
Murray State shot 65 percent from the
floor in the first half, thanks in part to 14
points from senior guard Bruce Carter and
an additional 11 points from junior guard
Tyler Holloway.
The Racers were 17-of-26 from the floor
and were an amazing 8-of-11 from 3-point
range for 72.7 percent. as Holloway was a
perfect 3-of-3 from long range.
Carter was 2-of-3. Danero Thomas was
2-of-4 and Kevin Thomas was 1-1.
Carter finished with a double-double,
dropping 19 points and pulling down 11
rebounds.
It was a little bit of a different story for
the Racers in the second half, but the result
was still the same.
Murray State was only able to muster 17
points, shooting 28 percent from the floor,
but still held Samford to 14 points and 28.9
percent shooting from the floor in the game.
Murray State outrebounded Samford 40
to 21 and scored nine fast break points, as
opposed to none by the Bulldogs.
Billy Kennedy, the second-year head
coach for the Racers, said that Tuesday
night's performance was the best defensive

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray High School head coach David Fields gives a fist
pump after beating Mayfield in the First Region All 'A'
Tournament championship Saturday.
game victory. "It's a matter of what they're used to.
The third-year head coach
what players come to play and
play the best. 1 thought they says his team's ability to shoot at
were well-coached, very disci- McBrayer - and its ability to
Ailed. Their size around the win the game - will likely be
basket is definitely a factor, but decided in the first few minutes.
-The first quarter's going to
we're big too, so we match up
with them and they match up be crucial," Fields said. "If we
with us. I've seen a lot of simi- come out and just stand around
in awe, we're going to get down
larities."
The state's two premier rat- 15-3 or something like that and
ing systems tend to agree with we're going to be in trouble. We
the coaches' assessments. The won't be able to come back from
Courier-Journal's Litkenhous that."
a slight nod igki, From what he's seen of
.li1e the-Berate.. Murray, Thacker believes the
Leader's 'Cantrell ratings give Tigers are capable of not only
winning at All "A," but also in
the edge to Murray.
First Region tournament in
the
concerned
is
he
said
Fields
about his team's lack of experi- March.
-They've got all the pieces,"
ence in large venues such as
Eastern Kentucky's McBrayer he said. "They've got size. they
Arena. While the Jumpers start can shot the basketball, they
three players who have game handle it well, they change
experience at McBrayer, the defenses and they are very balTigers will have to adjust to a anced. They're very capable."
different depth perception than

D m
D
Dp
DD

year
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Tuesday night.
From Page 10A
Murray State saw an 18-point
play better. 1 think our post guys
evapocan do a better job for us. We got first half lead completely
season and
a lot of games left but our guys rate in Clarksville last
Kennedy
are starting to buy into Murray ended up losing 68-59.
even comState tradition. Now we have to said the situation isn't
go on the road and hopefully we parable.
"We are a different team than
can do itsaid.
That means going up against we were last year," he
our
an Austin Peay (13-8, 9-2) ball- "Playing on the road. I think
stake.
at
what's
understand
guys
two
lost
club that has now
straight. which includes a 73-62 As long as our guys stick togethand
loss to Samford Saturday before er and stick to the game plan
I
doing.
been
have
we
things
do
121-116
losing to the Redhawks
think we'll be in good shape.

We're more mature and 1 think
everyone will be focused on what
we need to get accomplished."
Kennedy called Tuesday
night's defensive performance a
"wake up call" for his ballclub
after escaping Saturday with an
86-85 victory over SEMO and
demonstrated that defensive
muscle with an impressive shutdown of Samford Tuesday.
Currently on an eight-game
winning streak, the Racers seem
to play at a higher level each time
out. None may be bigger than

•

By The Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
BOYS BASKETBALL
45 Taylor Co 44
Co
Adair
Aden Central 66, East Ridge 62
Anderson Co 47, Spencer Co 44
Belfry 92, Phelps 83
Bed Co. 54, Cawood 45
Bourbon Co 55, Lewis Co. 48
Bowling Green 81. Logan Co 37
Boyd Co 48, Rowan Co. 30
NAM Central 60, Lou. Ky. Country Day
36
Calloway Co 70, Tngg Co. 67
Cayenne 70. Monroe Co 43
Conner 70, Pendleton Co. 52
Corbin 64. North Laurel 42
Cumberland 88, Evans 38
Cumberland Co 53, Monticello 40
Danville 62. Russell Co 61
Dixie Heights 61, Lloyd Memorial 58
East Carter 62. Ashland Blazer 56
Estill Co 92. Wolfe Co 85
Fairview 70 Greenup Co 58
Fort Campbell 66, Todd Co Central 62.
OT
Futton City 47, Mayfield 44
Garrard Co. 52. Casey Co 43
Grayson Co 56. Breckinndge Co 44
Greenwood 62. Christian Co 61
Harrison Co 77. Wooctford Co 71
Hart Co 62, Nelson Co 57
Heath 51. Rickman Co 43
Holmes 53. Flyte 27
Hopkins Co Central 73, Dawson
Springs 48
Hopkinsville 64. Graves Co 44
John Hardin 82, Fort Knox 58
Knott Co Central 83. Powell Co 46
Lee Co 77. Breathitt Co 74
Letcher County Central 93.
Prestonsburg 62
Lea Henry Clay 74. Lea Lafayette 72,
OT
Lou DeSales 73. Lou DuPont Manual
45
Lou Iroquois 109, Lou Valley 61
Lou Jeftersontown 73, Central Hardin
64
Lou Male 68, Lou Waggener 55
Lou. Moore 66, Lou Southern 62
Lou Seneca 42. Lou Si Xavier 41
Madison Central 68. Lex. Tales Creek
62
Magoffin Co 77. Betsy Layne 60
McCreary Central 77. Lincoln Co 68
Meade Co 61. Daviess Co 59. OT
Mercer Co 74. Marion Co 57
Middlesboro 68, Harlan 51
Model 70. Williamstown 64
Muhienberg North 70 McLean Co 49
Muhlenberg South 58, Whilesville
Trinity 47
North Hardin 55. Elizabethtown 46
North Oldham 89, Lou Brown 45
Oldham Co 48, Grant Co 37
Owen Co. 62 Eminence 35
Paducah Tilghman 88. Reidland 53
Perry Co Central 71, Owsley Co 43
Pikeville 56 Johnson Central 54
Pulaski Co 74. Oneida Baptist 48
Raceiand 66. Lawrence Co. 56
Rockcastle Co 77, Madison Southern
49
Scott 68. Bracken Co 45
Scott Co 74. Franklin Co 39

...

,1:4 in,

South Laurel 74, Whitley Co 51
South Oldham 69. LaRue Co 52
Trimble Co 83, Lou St. Francis 53
Union Co 37 Cnttenden Co 28
Warren Central 85. Franklin-Simpson
58
Warren East 62, Edrnonson Co 60
Wayne Co 58 Clinton Co 39
Webster Co 57, Livingston Central 42
West Jessamine 64. Pulaski
Southwestern 33
Whitetiisld Academy 82, Lou Portland
Chnstian 48
Williamsburg 62 Barbourville 58
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
•
Apollo vs, En Mater Den Ind ppd
En
vs.
Hopkris
orth
Macksonville-N
North, Ind ppd
Lou. Doss vs. Lou Trinity. ppd
a
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Allen Co -Scottsville 59, Metcalfe Co.
46
Bellevue 53. Silver Grove 30
Bethlehem 48 Campbellsville 26
••••
Cawood 64. Bell Co 54
Community Chnstian (Paducah) 42,
Heath 37
Conner 67. Boone Co 62
Cumberland 45, Everts 27
Dayton 82. Beechwood 54
Franklin Co 51 Lea Tales Creek 44
Franklin-Simpson 82, Warren Central
31
Gallatin Co 43, Newport 39
Hopkins Co Central 72 Dawson
Springs 47
John Hardin 66, Fort Knox 32
Ky School for the Deaf 54 St Rita
School for the Deaf. Ohio 20
LaRue Co 54, Lou Southern 40
Lea Lafayette 65 Danville 40
Lea Paul Dunbar 61, Lea Henry Clay
55. 20T
Livingston Central 48 Webster Co 43
Lynn Camp 45. Jellico. Tenn 26
Manon Co 40, Build/ East 38
Mayfield 54. Fulton City 34
Monroe Co 91, Cavema 21
Montgomery Co 71, West Carter 37
Muhlenberg North 64, McLean Co. 37
North Bondi 61. Lou Western 28
North Hardin 70. Meade Co 49
North Oldham 61, Lou Brown 17
Notre Dame 64. Simon Kenton 54
Oldham Co 46. Spencer Co 39
Paducah Tilghman 66, Reidland 38
Paintsville 54, Prestonsburg 41
Scott 63, Grant Co 40
Shelby Co 71 Bullitt Central 36
St Henry 60, Dixie Heights 43
Todd Co. Central 69, Fort Campbell 28
Villa Madonna 50. Cahvary Christian 38
Bluegrass Conference Tournament
Lea Sayre 49. Model 38 L
Louisville Invitational
Lou Assumption 39, Lou Presentation
30
Lou Chnstian Academy 56. Lou Fern
Creek 54
Lou Mercy 69 Ballard Memorial 58
Lou. Moore 39, Lou Fain:Isle 34
Raceland Derby Classic
Bath Co 48. Rose Hill Christian 39
Rose Hill Chnstian 49, Fairview 35

3

SportsBriefs
•The MHS football banquet has been moved to Sunday, Feb. 10 at
1 p.m. at Murray High School. Tickets are $15 for the meal and awards
ceremony. Tickets may be purchased in the MHS office until Friday,
Feb. 1. No tickets will be sold at the door. Players, cheerleaders, and
dance team members do not need tickets but should let their coaches
know if they are attending.

Herring leads SEMO to 121116 30T win over Austin Peay
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
(AP)-Jaycen Herring scored 29
points and grabbed 12 rebounds
Monday night to lead Southeast
Missouri to a 121-116, tripleovertime victory over Austin
Peay.
Kenard Moore scored 28
points on 7-for-10 shooting from
3-point range, Michael Remben
had 17 and Marcus Rhodes had
13 for the Redhawks (12-11, 7-6
Ohio Valley). Hank Harris added
12 points, all after regulation.
Derek Wright scored 43 points
and had seven steals to lead
Austin Peay (13-9. 9-3). Drake

Reed had 27 points and 12.,
rebounds, and Fernandez Lockett
had 19 points and 13 rebounds.
With the win. the Redhawks ,
snapped a six-game conference
losing streak after leading the.
league with a 6-0 start.
Austin Peay led 19-16 midway through the first half, but
Southeast Missouri used a 12-2
run to take a 28-21 lead and went
into halftime ahead 45-37.
Austin Peay trailed 78-66 with
just under five minutes remaining, but the Governors went on a ;
15-3 run to tie the score at 81-81
with 35 seconds left.

•Lakers

Thursday night, however.
"It's a championship level
game." Kennedy said of the
game with the Governors. 'The
great thing about it is we played
against Austin Peay here and it
was a championship level atmosphere. Now, can we continue to
get better in that setting and on
the road? That's what it was like
when we played SEMO the first
time. They were 6-0, it was a
good crowd, they were at home
and we responded. It will be
interesting to see."

▪

-Loll, Mien thou mlo

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Sheldon ciank 90. South Floyd 65
Tuesday's Scores

effort he felt he's got out of his ballcub, not
just this year, but in the two years he has
been roaming the sideline.
With all the emotion carrying over from
Saturday's nationally-televised game on
ESPN 2 and the drama that ensued from
Murray State's last trip to Birmingham.
Kennedy still felt reason to be cautious.
"I was concerned we would be flat," he
said. "There was so much emotion in
Saturday's game and then into this game. We
threw a little different zone at them early and
it created some different opportunities for
us. Our guys wanted to win, no question,
because of the situation, but we tried to
downplay that as much as possible."
The "situation" occurred back on Dec.
20, when Samford's Travis Peterson hailed a
3-pointer with four-tenths of a second
remaining on the game clock. The shot
counted, even though the game clock never
started.
Kennedy who has been preaching
defense since day one, knew that was where
the game was won. With that said, he's more
than happy to accept the shooting display his
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 6 Times
team gave the fans Tuesday night.
Kevin Thomas goes up for two of his
We wanted to double in the post and we nine points Tuesday. Thomas was 3-ofwanted to change defenses and play some 5 from the field and 3-of-3 from long
zone," he said. "Our zone was very good for
range. Thomas also had four rebounds
us. we don't play a lot of zone and it helped
two assists in 26 minutes of work.
and
just
you're
when
helps
It
game.
the
win
us
e
unbelievabl
making shots. We shot the ball
really tried to manage the game and the way
in the first half. To score 45 points, you got Samford plays, if we would have kept runto get some easy baskets, we got some. ning and throwing up threes, it would have
Samford is not going to give you easy bas- given them the opportunity to get back in the
kets.
game. We tried to run a lot more half-court
"In the second half, I don't think we could offense and eat the clock up.'
have scored 45 again.' Kennedy added."We
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MURRAY, SOMERSET MIGHT BE MOST EVEN GAME OF CLASSIC
By TOMMY DILLARD
LiNEUPS
Sports Writer
=ow
If Murray and Somerset have
Cl
Pas.
Ilase.
Kenneth Inc. 6-1 Sr 8.5
G
never considered how they
6-1 Sr 5.7
G
&Mt Gibson
would play against themselves,
8-4 Jr 12.8
F
Cole Hurt
now might be a good time to
10.9
61 Sr
Cheee VMp
F
83
C
Kamm Dully 8-4
give it some thought.
Om worm
The Tigers and Briar Jumpers
G Blake Dante 54 Jr 26
10.0
square off in the first round of
6-3 Jr
F
Aaron Jones
1.
5-9 Sr
Aim Kiuri
G
the Touchstone Energy All "A"
2.3
Dmird Kuy4ends66-1
G
Classic at 4 p.m. Thursday, and
1.9
.k
6-5
F
Chemin Sheppard
1
8-4 Jr
the matchup just might be the
Zaoh Buck
F
•
Jordan Benton 5-8 So 21
has
Classic
the
most even game
5-10 So 0.6
Jeremy Curd
G
to offer.
F
Jana* lArig:ord 5-9 So 3.8
Talented frontcourts, big
51111111111111
backcourts, similar styles 8-4 Sr. 140
Corey Price
there isn't too much contrast to -0 Chris Fitrpatftk 5-11 Sr. 2.0
Jahn COOMIK 6-4 Sr 8.0
be found here.
6-3 Sr 12.0
Adam Rilion
'That's what I told our kids,"
15.0
8-5 Sr
lyer Bourne
Murray head coach David Fields
menu
Nap
.k
5-10
Dockery
that
Aaron
team
a
playing
said. "We're
Kenny Hughes 8-1 Sr
is probably about as close to us
in the style and size and their
considering he has 10
patience as we can get. So it's surpnse,
his disposal.
at
seniors
going to be challenging."
"A lot of these kids started
the
reached
Somerset
last year, so they've
statewide tournament after and played
a little bit," Thacker
demolishing Danville in the grown up
"A lot of the games we
12th Region final, 85-49. The said.
a way to lose last yew-,
found
Jumpers have posted a 16-5
how to win."
record and are among the top we've learned
a seven-point
held
Somerset
Region,
12th
the
three teams in
quarter of its
fourth
the
in
lead
along with McCreary Central
All "A" game against Hazard
and Lincoln County.
but watched it evapSomerset is no stranger to the last season,
went on to
Hazard
orate.
All "A" Classic. In fact, the
to the semifinals.
Jumpers make their eighth advance
But the Jumpers are a year
appearance in the tournament
and a year wiser, and that
this year, tying the record for older
leadership begins with 6senior
They
berths.
most consecutive
center Tyler Bourne and
foot-5
also rank second in all-time
point guard Corey
wins at the Classic, but have 6-foot-4
notched a doubleBourne
Price.
finals
the
in
never won it, losing
final, scorregion
the
in
double
three 'times and the semifinals
25 points and grabbing 14
ing
once.
to lead his team.
That tournament experience boards
"He's very athletic and
is where the similarities between
like a Ryan Williams
the two schools end. Murray strong,
but a little taller,"
Graves,
from
will be making its first appearsaid of Bourne. "It's
ance at the All "A" Classic since Fields
gonna be a task to keep him off
1995.
They're going to be
"It definitely benefits them the boards.
than us and we
that they have the experience more physical
well when
respond
don't
usually
"With
factor," Fields said.
-r
:.
.
6
ba13100
being aidfirst time, there4s thiro4410as
The Tigers 011'defiditely!
chance thatwe could be in awe
with the
of the situation and that's what have to contend
four of
height
Jumpers'
we're trying to eliminate. But
stand 6-footthere's really no way around Somerset's starters
3 or taller. But Murray isn't
that. It is what it is."
either, and tends to make
Despite consistent success small,
living off its frontcoun size.
since coming to Somerset nine its
"I don't know that either one
years ago, head coach Shawn
us has any advantage," said
of
Thacker believes this team is
who drove to Mayfield
one of the best he's had in recent Thacker,
Tigers in their title
the
scout
to
no
years. That should come as
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From Page 10A
Calloway Co 23 14 9 24 - 70 _,41
County
Calloway
said
son,"
head coach Bruce Lane. "We'll Trigg Co. (9-10)- Alexander 18, Kingf.
Burress 11, Wright 11 White 10. ;
get out to a lead and then strug- 12,
Lancaster 3. Davis 3
gle for a bit."
FG: 16-57 3-pt: 7-21 FT: 14-19
-1
Calloway County also had to Rebounds: 24 Fouls: 15
-WO* 16, Gamer
face a stretch in the third quarter Cellosey Co.(124)
13, Lilly 10, Anderson 8, Dobbins 8,
where it seemed that every shot Thompson 5, Humphreys 4. Kelly 3,
the Wildcats made, including Bumpus 3. HA 2
four three-pointers, was right on FG: 22-49 3-pt: 5-15 (Lilly 3) Fr: 11-18.
Rebounds: 24 Fouls: 17
the money.
"It's been a long time since a hopefully we'll be a tough out,",
•
team has got that hot in here," he said.
Lane said. "When a team gets
hot like that, there's not much
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY
you can do. 1 knew they were
capable of it, but having it done
Terry Butler
to you is even more of an eyeopener."
Due to Murray High playing
in the All "A- tournament this
608 Morn $' • 753 5842
week, the previously-scheduled
TV, radio
crosstown matchup between the
TODAY
schools for Friday has been
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
postponed. The Lakers will next
6 p.m.
ESPN - Virginia at Maryland
face Community Christian on
E5PN2 - Cincinnati at West Virginia
Saturday. Lane plans on giving
S p.m.
his team a much-needed day off
ESPN2 - Texas al Texas AAM
the
BASKETBALL
hit
NSA
then
and
Wednesday
on
$ pan.
courts for practice the rest of the
ESPN - Cleveland at Portland
week.
NHt. HOCKEY
6 p.m.
"We're just trying to stay
VERSUS - Anahern at Minnesota
positive and keep working. I
8:30 p.m.
think by tournament time, if we
VERSUS - Chicago at Colorado
out,
kinks
keep working a few
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Cold meds send 7,000 children to hospital ERs, govt. says
By MIKE STOBBE
AP Medical Writer
AMANITA (API -- Cough
and cold medicines send about
.7.000 children to hospital emergency rooms each year. the U.S.
government said Monday in its
first national estimate of the
problem
About two-thirds of the cases
were r. htldren who took the
medicines
unsupervised.
However. about one-quarter
involved cases in which parents
vase the proper dosage and an
allergic reaction or some other
problem des eloped, the study by
the U S Centers for Disease
.ontrol and Prin.eninin repoii
ed.
the study included both
CI the
and prescription medicines It cialles less
than two weeks after the 11.'
Food And Drug Administration
warned parents that os er-thesimmer cough and cold medicines are Int) dangerous for children younger than 2.
1he siud s f'ridings about
the mop irtion of properly dosed
kids who end up in the ER is
likely hi siminnhute to FDA shswirtsions about tecominendaliiins if Li'ugh And told medr
t. tries in the 2to-6 age group,
l'IX',iffiLials said
CDC iesearchers gathered
Lase fel%'its iii shadier, I I and
under %tin had taken sough and
sold meths anon, and %timid up

Internet photo

With children's colds in full swing this winter season, the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention released a report
that says approximately 7,000 children have to be treated in
emergency rooms due to cought and cold medicine The main
issues were improper dosage taken without parental supervision and allergic reactions.
in 63 hospitals studied in 2004 toms, and the researchers did not
and 2005. They used that num- follow cases through to concluber to conic up with the national sion. So they did not know if —
estimate
or how many — deaths resulted,
About 1.600 of the estimated said Schaefer. an epidemiologist
7,1011 children are under 2. so who was the study's lead author.
the FDA's guidance - if folFor the children whose symplowed
should reduce such ER toms were reported, allergic
cases by 2 A lien:mt.
reactions like hives and itching
Nearly two-thirds of the were most common, and neurokases involved kids ages 2 to 5.
logical symptoms like drowsithe(Ix'found
ness and unsteady walking were
"rlhe main message is no next, she said.
medication left in the hands of a
Most of the medicines
tyear-old is safe," said the involved were liquid combina(IX". Dr. Melissa Schaefer.
tions of cough and cold treatMany of the ER case reports ments,('IX' researchers said.
were not specific about sympOf the children who reportedly got the right dose of medica-

tion, about a third were younger
than 2, but more than half were
ages 6 to II, the study found.
Some children suffer side
affects from medications, so
those results aren't necessarily
unexpected, Schaefer said. The
FDA will have to balance data
like this against the medicines'
benefits and other factors, she
added.
"What we gave them was a
piece of the puzzle." she said.
Parents should not encourage
children to take medicine by
telling them it's candy, and parents should also avoid taking
adult medications in front of
kids. CDC officials said.
The study tells a story of the
misuse of medications, said
Linda Suydam. president of the
Consumer Healthcare Products
Association, a trade group that
represents manufacturers and
distributors of over-the-counter
medicines.
"These medicines are safe
when used as directed, and this
government review underscores
the importance of educating
consumers — especially those
with small children — on the
safe use and safekeeping of
medicine." Suydam said, in a
prepared statement.
The study was published
online Monday. It will appear in
the April issue of Pediatrics, a
journal of the American
Academy of Pediatrics.

11177ardiac
specialists.

Saint Thomas Hospital and Baptist
Hospital have come together to create
Saint Thomas Heart. Nashville's ill heart
prograrn as ranked by HealthGrades
Saint Thomas Heart offers complete
cardiac services, from the treatment of

regional locations. Saint Thomas Heart
offers greater access and the experience

Regional forum
on cardiovascular
issues planned
Special to the Ledger
Did you know that heart disease is the number one cause of
death and stroke is the number three cause of death in
Kentucky?
And did you know that Kentucky ranks in the top 10 states
for heart disease and stroke mortality'?
Although the human suffering of these diseases to
Kentuckians is immense, the economic burden also plays a
major role in this crisis. The cost of treating these diseases in
Kentucky continues w rise. In 2003, the total expenditures in
Kentucky for treating these diseases cost over $1.36 billion. The
Milken Institute has optimistically projected that by 2023
Kentucky's total expenditure will reach $2.43 billion.
To address this epidemic, the Kentucky Department for
Public Health and the Purchase District Health Department,
through a Center for Disease and Prevention and Control(CDC)
Heart Disease and Stroke prevention grant, is seeking input
through regional cardiovascular forums.
The regional cardiovascular forum for the Jackson Purchase
area is scheduled on March 25, at the Luther F. Carson Center
in Paducah. Registration will begin at 4:30 p.m. and forum is
scheduled from 5 to 7 p.m.
Local input at these forums will be vitally important to identify strategies for promoting healthy interventions to aid in the
development of a statewide action plan to address the main
killers of Kentuckians.
If interested, register at www.ky.train.org or contact Bobbye
Gray at 1-888-245-3902 or bobbyea.gray@ky.gov.

Drop under the tongue
could replace needles
for flu vaccination
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Relief may be on the way for all
those youngsters trembling at
the thought of another needle
jab. One day the flu vaccine may
simply be placed under the
tongue.
Korean researchers say the
new vaccine worked in mice,
avoiding not only the painful
prick but also the discomfort
some people feel from the
inhaled vaccine.
The team led by Dr. Mi-Na
Kweon of the International
Vaccine Institute in Seoul
reported their findings in
Monday's online edition of
Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.
Better ways of delivering
vaccine have long been under
study, ranging from orally to
inhaled, but all seem to have
drawbacks.
Now. Kweon and colleagues
say, two doses of influenza vaccine under the tongue of mice
primed the animals' immune
system to fight off what would
otherwise have been a deadly
dose of flu.
Next, they are turning their
attention to people. to see if the
under-the-tongue vaccine also
prompts a strong immune
response.
Placing a couple of drops of
liquid under the tongue gets the
vaccine directly to mucus membranes and prompts a response
both in mucus tissues throughout the body as well as in the
immune system itself, the
researchers said.
"These studies provide a
basis for further human testing
of this alternative form of needle-free vaccination. Aside from
its convenience, sublingual vaccination appears to disseminate
immunity to a broader range of
organs than the classical routes
of imecting or ingesting vac-

cines,"
said
Dr.
Cecil
Czerkinsky, deputy directorgeneral for laboratory science at
the Institute.
"If these findings are replicated in humans, they could
pave the way for the development of a new generation of vaccines that could be used for mass
vaccination against respiratory
iefections, including the pandemic avian-human influenza
viruses," he said in a statement.
Several research efforts
applying vaccine to mucus
membranes have been tried,
seeking to avoid both the needle
sticks that people dislike and the
harsh environment of the digestive system that can damage or
destroy a vaccine. Studies of
under-the-tongue of other medicines have also been done.
Dr. William Schaffner of
Vanderbilt University noted that
recent flu studies have involved
nasal sprays.
However, he said while he
had expected people to be averse
to needles, he was surprised to
discover that "many people are
averse to people messing with
their nose ....o there are limitations to nasal spray."
So for researchers looking for
another means of doing this,
"just a drop under the tongue at
least will protect mice ... that's a
very exciting and promising line
of
investigation."
said
Schaffner. who was not part of
the research team. And, he
added, "if we were faced with a
pandemic. the easier and more
acceptable we can make the distribution of the vaccine the more
rapidly we can protect a proportion of population."
Kweon also said in mouse
studies there is a theoretical possibility of a nasal spray reaching
the central nervous system.
which would not happen with
the under-the-tongue vaccine.
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Study: Afghanistan risks
becoming 'forgotten war'
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Last year, Jones led a highWASHINGTON (AP) — Afghanistan's future.
on Iraq security
Afghanistan risks sliding into a
"I would say that the security profile study
used by lawwas
which
forces,
the
becoming
told
and
failed state
situation is good," Gates
"forgotten war" because of dete- The Associated Press."We want makers to challenge President
Most
riorating international support to make sure it gets better, and I Bush's own assessments.
Marine
retired
the
recently,
insurviolent
and a growing
think there's still a need to coorhis
gency, according to an inde- dinate civil reconstruction, the Corps general, known for
nce, was
independe
outspoken
of
pendent study.
side
nt
economic developme
tapped to advise Secretary of
The assessment, co-chaired It.
State Condoleezza Rice on
Gen.
Corps
by retired Marine
Gates said more troops are security aspects of the new '
James Jones and former U.N. needed in Afghanistan, but "cerIsraeli-Palestinian peace talks.
Ambassador Thomas Pickering, tainly not ours." When asked
Pickering was a longtime I
the
Bush
to
serves as a warning
how many more NATO troops
a former
administration at a time military might be needed, he said that U.S. ambassador and
state.
of
tary
undersecre
are
officials
onal
congressi
and
number should be determined
Panel members include '
debating how best to juggle by ground commanders.
Robb, a former
Charles
stretched warfighting resources.
Sen. John Kerry said it was
served
The administration wants to "past time for wakeup calls" and Democratic senator who
anti-terrorism that a "comprehensive, thought- on the Iraq Study Group, and
re-energize
who helped
efforts in Afghanistan and ful approach" in Afghanistan David Abshire,
organize the Iraq study. Abshire
Pakistan, where al-Qaida is was urgently needed.
is president of the Center for the
regenerating. But the U.S. still
same extremist group Study of the Presidency.
"The
remains heavily invested in Iraq,
which plotted the attacks of 9/11
According to the report, the
and officials are sending strong
are reconstituting themselves on center decided to initiate the
s
reduction
troop
signals that
grow
and
the Afghan border
study after ISG discussions
there will slow or stop altogethmore organized by the day, made clear that Afghanistan was
er this summer.
making the stakes higher and
"the forgot"Afghanistan stands at a higher," said Kerry, D-Mass., a at risk of becoming
war."
ten
the
concludes
crossroads,"
senior member of the Senate
"Participants and witnesses
study, an advance copy of which Foreign Relations Committee.
pointed to the danger of losing
was obtained by The Associated
The Jones-Pickering assess- the war in Afghanistan unless a
Press. "The progress achieved
slated for public release reassessment took place of the
ment,
after six years of international
on Wednesday, says the U.S. effort being undertaken in that
serious
under
is
nt
engageme
rethink its military and country by the United States,
threat from resurgent violence, should
in NATO and the international
strategy
economic
international
weakening
an in large part community," the study states.
Afghanist
chalregional
resolve, mounting
of deteriorating support
Similar problems were idenlenges and a growing lack of because
voters in NATO countified in two other assessments
confidence on the part of the among
also due for release Wednesday,
Afghan people about the future tries.
If international forces are including one by the Atlantic
direction of their country."
fragile Afghan gov- Council in Washington, which
A major issue has been trying pulled, the
"likely fall Jones chairs. A separate study,
to win the war with "too few ernment would
warns.
report
the
apart,"
led by Harlan Ullman, an advisnt
insufficie
and
military forces
The study was a voluntary er at the Center for Strategic and
economic aid," the study adds.
ed by the Center International Studies and the
Among the group's nearly effort coordinat
the Presidency, National Defense University,
three dozen recommendations: for the Study of
ion in included specific proposals to
organizat
an
nonpartis
a
and
levels
force
increase tiATO
to rejuvenate Afghanistan's agrifollow-on
a
as
n,
Washingto
military equipment sent to
That cultural sector.
Afghanistan, decouple U.S. the Iraq Study Group.
onForeign
Senate
The
management of the Iraq and study group was a congressi
panel Relations Committee
was
Afghanistan wars, establish a ally mandated blue-ribbon
bipartimajor
on
first
the
today
as
briefed
hailed
be
to
expected
all
e
coordinat
to
envoy
special
war Afghanistan by intelligence
U.S. policy on Afghanistan, and san assessment on the Iraq
officials. On Thursday,the panel
champion a unified strategy since the 2003 invasion.
study
will convene an open hearing,
an
Afghanist
stabito
the
nations
While
among partner
has not created the same buzz as featuring testimony from Jones
lize the country in five years.
. Also testifying
Defense Secretary Robert the Iraq assessment, the center's and Pickering
will be Richard
Gates said he was not familiar latest findings still are likely to Thursday
assistant secretary of
with the study's findings, but he wield political clout because of Boucher,
and Central Asia.
South
for
state
involved.
those
on
tone
struck a more optimistic
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Signs point toward pause or
halt to U.S. troop withdrawal

to the general, if you want to
November elections looming.
By ROBERT BURNS
slow her down, fine; it's up to
point
this
at
seems
Petraeus
AP Military Writer
you."
pause
a
declare
to
WASHINGTON(AP)— The to be inclined
In his State of the Union
July,
after
reductions
troop
in
sending
is
tion
administra
Bush
Monday, Bush emphaaddress
been
have
decisions
no
although
strong signals that U.S. troop
risks — with no menthe
sized
competing
are
there
reductions in Iraq will slow or made and
tion of the benefits — of continthe
within
from
pressures
a
summer,
this
stop altogether
uing the cutbacks beyond July.
move that would jeopardize Pentagon. The Army in particu"Any further drawdown of
reductions
hopes of relieving strain on the lar wants additional
U.S. troops will be based on
tours
Iraq
shorten
to
it
enable
to
and
Corps
Marine
Army and
conditions in Iraq and the recrevive debate over an open- from 15 months to 12 months.
ommendations of our comamong
are
ended U.S. commitment in Iraq. The longer tours
manders," Bush said. "General
fear
leaders
Army
that
pressures
likely
a
of
s
The indication
has warned that too fast
Petraeus
force.
the
break
slowdown reflect concern by could
could result in the
drawdown
a
regularly
Petraeus speaks
U.S. commanders that the
ation of the Iraqi secu'disintegr
Robert
Secretary
Defense
with
Iraq
in
improvement in security
tion rity forces, al-Qaida-Iraq regainsince June — to a degree few Gates and other administra
ing lost ground,(and) a marked
informed
them
keep
to
officials
President
when
predicted
had
increase in violence.—
has
he
although
thinking,
his
of
Bush ordered five more Army
He added: "Having come so
brigades to Iraq a year ago — is not yet made a recommendation
tion far and achieved so much, we
administra
senior
A
Bush.
to
if
reversed
be
could
and
tenuous
must not allow this to happen."
the extra troops come out too official said Petraeus has made
In referring to Petraeus' cona
about
d
"concerne
clear he is
soon.
cern about the risk of a "disintethe
to
reference
a
—
10"
to
rush
brigades
extra
those
One of
some gration" of Iraq's security
left in December and the other 10-brigade force level that
as an forces. Bush appeared to be
see
officials
four are due to come out by July, administration
the quoting from the general's testiby
hit
to
target
attractive
roughly
or
brigades,
15
leaving
mony to Congress in September.
White
the
leaves
Bush
time
—
130,000 to 135,000 troops
those remarks Petraeus cited
In
now.
from
year
a
the same number as before Bush House
a Defense Intelligence Agency
official
ation
administr
The
ments.
reinforce
the
sent
report on what might happen if
Gen. David Petraeus, the top said "it really is not determined"
there were a rapid withdrawal of
Iraq
in
conditions
er in Iraq, is yet Whether
1111/1011111.111 Ilgar U.S. command
American combat forces, not
cutbacks.
further
permit
will
presithe
to
report
to
scheduled
ly a cut from 15
specifical
tomormore
even
reporters
focus
to
briefed
want
official
take
The
you
dent and to Congress in April on
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Though any action
of
most
10 brigades.
the
to
Make
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on
Tonight:
row.
House
White
,
the
today might not be conclusive
possible additional cutbacks and last week at
Thursday, Jan. 31, 2008:
has stated publicly sevthe moment.
Gates
results.
draw
.
eventually
anonymity
of
will
you
condition
in
changes
ded
any recommen
Often this year your energy is
Don't assess another's reaction. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan: 19) strategy. Petraeus recently said
With months to go before a eral times in recent weeks that
unstable or difficult. Evaluate Tonight: Let your hair down.
** Regroup right now rather
has to be made about he hopes conditions in Iraq will
decision
"let
to
prudent
be
would
it
stickas
your choices with care,
than act. Ultimately, you will get
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
in the second permit the withdrawal of an
reductions
troop
curthe
after
bit"
a
ing with a commitment will take *** Remain centered. You much better results in the long things settle
it is possible additional five brigades by the
year,
the
of
half
unusual effort this year. might not have all the answers, run by taking this break to cen- rent round of troop cuts is comin Iraq will end of the year. That would
nces
circumsta
that
and
es,
deciding
possibiliti
e
before
July
Investigat
in
ter.
pleted
well.
Creativity and energy mix
but you have many. Don't
for worse. leave a total of 10 brigades in
or
better
for
If
change,
options.
any
off
furclose
reduce
to
whether and when
The unexpected seems to blow explore any decisions or take don't
foreseen. combat, numbering about
be
Tonight:
cannot
that
exercise.
in ways
ther.
open new doors of your life. any action nght now. Emphasize you're tense,
to want 100,000 troops. That compares
likely
found.
is
be
to
Not
Petraeus
Thus
your
Honor
in
security.
s
and
Democrat
family
Majority
Listen to what others share.
S(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
before with today's total of 157,000.
AQUARIU
possible
as
much
time
be
will
much
as
you
and
unsucpriorities,
Congress have pressed
Often there will be nuggets of
yourfinding
keep
You
In brief remarks to The
****
your
in
Relax
himself.
g
Tonight:
happier.
to wind down the war committin
information, giving your life
self surrounded by people who cessfully
Associated Press during a visit
might
chair.
Bush
favorite
sign
first
The
concern
of
out
part
in
direction. Honor feedback, as it UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
sometimes distract you. Allow quickly,
endorse a pause in troop reduc- to Capitol Hill on Tuesday.
might tell you a lot -- not neces- **** Express yourself. Work your mind to roam. You might that more firepower should be
tions came earlier this month Gates gave no indication that he
sarily about you, but about oth- on not projecting on others or come up with something quite transferred to Afghanistan,
when he recounted for reporters has changed his view.
has
situation
don't
security
Still,
where the
ers and their agendas. If you are taking on someone else's ener- dynamic and new.
"I've said I would hope that
meeting with Petraeus in
his
or
deteriorated. Reluctance by
single, you might want to wait gy. Staying clear could add to make any announcements
would continue the pace of
we
just yet. Bush to continue the troop Kuwait on Jan. 12.
till next year for heavy commit- the quality of your day. If you dis- take a strong action
ls and that conditions
withdrawa
he
if
is,
are.
friends
attitude
your
"My
Where
Tonight:
on
likely
is
based
July
was
drawdown beyond
ments. If you are attached, your cover that an idea
would permit the
ground
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contin-March
to
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want
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(Feb.
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PISCES
(Petraeus
revise
relationship blooms in an a false premise, openly Join a *** You might be in a position to trigger a new round of con, that's fine withdrawals to continue in the
drawdown
the
Tonight:
ue
thinking.
your
anti-war
the
with
flict
unprecedented manner. SAGITsecond half of the year. That's
where you are forced to take the
friend for a chat.
, especially with the with me, in order to make sure
TARIUS proves to be a friend.
lead. Don't worry: You will be on Democrats
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
succeed." Bush said. "I said where I still am," he said.
we
*** Curb a tendency to be top of your game. Just be willing
The Stars Show the Kind of overly possessive or difficult. to take a stand. Wishful thinking
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: You could be surprised and might be the first step in pointing
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: delighted by what happens when you in a needed direction.
you center yourself. Take a walk Tonight: Check in on someone
1 -Difficult
Yes, Super Bowl means Tortilla Wheels
midday or whenever you feel older.
Food and FOOT- By Mr. MOM
great
tense. You also might do
FILLING:
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
Time for friends
BALL!
oz dairy sour cream
8
**** Keep your pace easy. pushups in a corner! Tonight: BORN TODAY
and family getting togethSinger Justin Timberlake (1981),
pkg. (8 oz.) cream cheese. softened
1
not intense. You might not be Your treat.
Ryan (1947),
er to stuff themselves on
I can (4 oz.) diced green chilies, well drained
able to change directions quick- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. pitcher Nolan
writer Norman Mailer (1923)
food again and trying to
I can (4 oz.) chopped black olives, well drained
ly. Postpone major decisions for 21)
stay awake to watch the
now. Explore the many options ***** Use your energy well.
1 c. grated Cheddar cheese
the
on
Is
Blgar
are a lot of
that surround you. Tonight: You might become frustrated if Jacqueline
There
c. chopped green onion
game.
1/2
you try to force a decision or Internet at http://www.lacquesliced ham or turkey
Relax to a movie.
there and
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recipes
good
make someone do something in linebiger.com.
flour tortillas
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5
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of
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are
here
King Features
***** Relate on a one-on- a certain way. Determine your (c) 2008 by
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e
True
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will
Tried
you
one level. You might not be able priorities today, because
Mix all of the ingredients together thoroughly.
52" Plasma Television.
to resolve an issue or come to a
s
Recipe
Lay a slice of meat then divide the filling and
conclusion. You could be in a
spread evenly over the tortillas; roll up tortillas.
By Mr. Mom - BLUE CHEESE SNACKS
position of straightening out a
Cover tightly with plastic wrap, twisting ends;
Anderson
Mari(
By Dinker
financial problem that has been
refngerate for several hours.
I pkg. refngerated biscuits
brewing. In fact, you could do
Unwrap; cut in slices 1/2 to 3/4 inch thick.
butter
1/4 c. unsalted
nearly anything. Tonight: Say
ends. Lay pinwheels flat on glass serving
Discard
4 thsp crumbled blue cheese
yes to an invitation.
space in center of plate . Serve with
Leave
plate_
Quarter biscuits: arrange in 2 (8 inch) round
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
salsa.
or
dip
cheese
baking dishes. Melt butter and cheese. Drizzle over
***** Others dominate, and
minutes.
12
for
even
degrees
directions
400
at
Bake
biscuits.
you can't change
Voo-Doo Rye Snacks
if you want to Understanding
By local reader
your choices could make a big
CRAB & BACON ROLLS
I lb lean ground beef
difference. The time has come to
By Mr. Mom's Morn
1 pkg. hot Mexican sausage or hot breakfast
express your feelings directty
1/2 c. tomato juice
sausage
egg
and with sensitivity Tonight
beaten
1 large well
1 lb. Velveeta cheese
Review offers
I c. dry seasoned bread crumbs
1 tsp crushed red pepper (optional)
22)
ly
CANCER (June 21-Ju
1/2 tsp. salt
Brown the 2 meats and drain well and nnce
*** Focus and accomplish as
Dash of pepper
under hot water in strainer. Add the cheese, cubed
much as you can. Clear out an
1/2 tsp. chopped parsley
or grated. Spoon on rye rounds. Can put on cookerrand or clean up your desk.
leaves
celery
1/2 tsp. chopped
ie sheet and freeze. When frozen, package in Ziploc
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adult
p.
matter or partnershi
Mix tomato juice and egg. Add crumbs, seaHas my daughter said 'That's a keeper' and
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parsley and celery leaves, then crab meat.
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Holland, Scarborough graduate from academy

Photo provided
ORATORY CHAMPS: Pictured are Danielle Pntchett, left, the
,taughter of Danny and Margie Pntchett of Dexter, and Seth
Fortenberry, the son of Craig Fortenberry and Shelly Hudson
of Murray. Pntchett is the new American Legion District 1
winner of the High School Oratoncal Scholarship Contest and
Fortenberry was first runner-up. Pritchett was awarded a
i,650 scholarship and now advances to area competition on
Feb 10 Billy Lane Lauffer American Legion Post #73 is the
sponsor of both students. This is the second consecutive
year orators sponsored by Post #73 have captured the district
championship Both students are coached at Calloway
County High School by Michael Robinson.

Staff Report
The
Calloway
County
Sheriffs
Department has a new deputy on the roster.
Deputy Steven Holland graduated from
the Department of Cnminal Justice Training
Academy as a member of Class No. 388.
Holland began his training at the academy in
Augyst and has progressed successfully completing 767 hours of certified training. He
was also honored with a physical fitness •
award, recognized for flag detail and was
squad leader for the entire 16 weeks of
required training.
Holland and his wife, Lynda. have two
children and are also raising a nephew.
A U.S. Army veteran of four years.
Holland has also served 14 years in the Army
Reserve where he achieved the rank of first
sergeant.
He is retired from the Murray Fire
Department where he served for 17 years. He
began his career with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office as one of the department's
road deputies.
Another local graduate was Sam C.
Scarborough of the Murray State University
Police Department.
tO prov ed
They were two of 26 officers from 16 dif- New Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy Steven Holland,
left, is shown with Sheriff
ferent agencies who graduated.
Bill Marcum
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Ile Humane Society of Calloway County will be microchipping pets on Sat. Feb 2 at the Doggie Day Spa at Murray
(;tate University's Carmen Animal Health on College Farm
Road from 9 am,to 2 p.m.
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Microchipping
Clinic scheduled
for this weekend
Special to the Ledger
The fitimmic SOt let!, of
Calloway County is offering A
Alicrochipping (linit at the
Doggie 1)ay Spa on Saturday at
the Carmen Animal Health
Omitting on College FAIM Road
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
there is a cost for the clinis
and spa
Microchipping is a permanent was to identify AD animal
and can often lead to the return
of the animal to its owner in the
unfortunate esent that the ani
Mal gets separated from its
owner The
microchip
is
approsiniately the sire of a grain
nce Allil is injected under the
animal's skin between its shoulder blaties Die life espestansy
of the microchip is 25 years.
The Humane Society has
microshiptvil well over 1600
pets since the program began in
Marsh 2006
Statistics indicate that 10percent I sompanion animals will
Afton) separated from their
owners
some point in their
life The Humane %N.let
MIL:Dk hip Program t'osirchnator
Stephanie Hagen said. Has mg
a permanent way of identifying
the animal is cntical because
sometimes collars and identification tags will fall oft ".
Calloway
The
County
Animal Slicker, the Humane
Society and local setennanans
read
scanners
to
have
micnicherw when a pet arrives
and its ov.ner is not know A
DUItthert of local pets base been
returned home quickly because
their mkrochips were read and
their owners notified
The identification number
which appears when the pet is
scanned is directly linked to the
,,net of the animal in a national database The microchip used
by the Humane Society can he
'readans wanner used in
the United States and the owner
s an update his ix her sontact
information on the database by
phivele or online
‘1UrTAN

%LAW

University

•

Animal Health Technology and
Pre-Vetennary Club i AHTPVC)
members arc also hosting the
Doggie Day Spa. Dogs can
rect.:se a bath. ear cleaning and
nail trim
The Humane Society will
also be making custom pet ID
tags while you wan. A wide
sanely of II) tags, collars and
leashes will be available Pet ID
tags are the pet's first opportunity to he returned borne if lost
Humane Society volunteers
will also he taking free digital
photos of each animal for the
1.051 Pet Photo Registry to keep
on file in the esent the animal
gets lost. It an animal is lost, its
photo is emailed to 800-plus
persons on
the Humane
Society's Animal Advocates
Email list so that hundreds of
caring people can be on the
watch for the lost animal
Kathy
Hodge,
Executive
Director of the Humane Society.
reports that a doren animals
have been returned home
because of the ernails being sent
to the Animal Ads ocates
Tom Rottinghaus. immediate
past president of the Humane
Society. stresses that the Lost
Pet Photo Registry is free and
encourages all pet owners to
take advantage of it. He said,
-The overwhelming majority
of animals that enter animal
shelters have no identification
on them. It is estimated in
Kentucky that 85 percent of animals that enter animal shelters
are euthanized because of overpopulation and not being able to
identity the animal's owner
We're trying our hest to do
something about that and make
happy reunions possible for pet
owners who lose an animal
For information, to he added
to the Humane Society's Animal
Advocates Email list or for any
questions regarding animals in
our community. please contact
Humane
the
Society
of
Calloway County at 759-f 884
humaneux:iety4Pmurrayor
ky net or visit our office at 607
Poplar Sired Suite A- I
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I INA
words S.50 each
25.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20
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Hoke

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 0'7-C1-00340
WASHINGTON MUTUAL BANK,

PLAINTIFF.

VS NOTICE OF SALE
ANITA ONEAL, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF ANITA ONEAL,

DEFENDANTS

by the Calloway Circuit
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered
proceed to offer for sale at
Court on October 23, 2007, in the above cauee, I shall
County, Kentucky, to the
the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
31, 2008, at the hour of
highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, January
g deecnbed property located in
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the followin
Dupree Dr., New
Calloway County, Kentucky, with it. address being 242
as follows:
Concord, KY 42076, and more particularly described
y Lake Development
Lot No. 444, 445 and 463. Unit No. III of Kentuck
which is of record in Plat
Corporation Subdivision as shown by plat of same
Calloway County Court.
Book 3, Page 35, in the office of the Clerk of the

and wife, Anita O'Neal, by
Being the same property conveyed to William O'Neal,
record in Deed Book 282, Page
of
1998,
8,
April
dated
deed
by
,
Garland
A
Roger
Court (William O'Neal
358, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
ae the sole titleholder
died on September 19, 1998, leaving Anita O'Neal
or credit basis of thirty (30)
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash
er shall deposit with
purchas
the
days.
130
thirty
of
credit
a
on
sold
days, but if
execute bond with good
and
e
price
purchas
the
of
d
one-thir
ioner
the Commiss
to be paid in two equal installand sufficient surety for the remainder, same
the date of sale until paid, and
from
annum
per
12%
at
interest
bearing
ments
shall be retained on the properlien
A
days.
thirty
within
payable
and
due
fully
any, shall be ascertained and
if
taxes,
ent
delinqu
All
security.
al
addition
as
ty
be sold subject to the 2007 ad
paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
valorem taxes.

FULL-TIME OPPORTUNITYIN MANAGEMENT
Dawahares is looking for show-time
personalities in management in the
Shoppes of Murray.
•
Only those interested in making
Dawahares famous for customer service
need apply. Apply in person at
Dawahares, Shoppes of Murray.

This 3rd day of January. 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commiesioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS &
PHYSICAL THERAPY
ASSISTANTS
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Physical Therapists and PTAs for our
Home Health Agency. Part-time and fulltime positions are available. Flexible
schedules are also are available.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00009
PLAINTIFF.

VS NOTICE OF SALE
JOHN MALONE,JR., A/KA JOHN R. MALONE,
MALONE,
DONNA G. MALONE,A/K/A DONNA GAIL
R. MALONE,JR..
JOHN
OF
E
SPOUS
DANT,
DEFEN
WN
UNKNO
SPOUSE
DANT,
DEFEN
WN
UNKNO
E,
MALON
A/IC/A JOHN R.
MALONE,
OF DONNA G. MALONE,A/IC/A DONNA GAIL
R TO UNION
REGIONS BANK,SUCCESSOR BY MERGE
R TO UNION
PLANTERS BANK, N.A., SUCCESSOR BY MERGE
Y OF
PLANTERS BANK OF KENTUCKY, NA,COUNT
CENTERS,INC
CALLOWAY,J WILLIAM PHILLIPS, LOWES HOME
LUMBER COMPANY
HENRY HARRIS, VIRGINIA HARRIS, MYERS
Y PUBLIC
OF MURRAY, INC., MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNT
-CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL CORPORATION. D/B/A MURRAY
AND TRUST
COUNTY HOSPITAL, BRANCH BANKING
BANK,
COMPANY, SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO AREA
OF
SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO PEOPLES BANK
DEFENDANTS
MURRAY, KY., LAURA DEAN RILEY,
by the Calloway Circuit
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered
to satisfy the Judgment of the
Court on December 10, 2007, in the above cause,
I shall proceed to offer for
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $72,386.07.
Calloway County, Kentucky.
sale at the C,ourthouse door in the City of Murray.
y. January 31, 2008, at the
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursda
the following described property
hour of 1000 a to . local time, or thereabout,
address being 4336 Pottertovm
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its
arly described as follows'
Road. Murray, KY, and being more particul
Surveying Services of Murray,
A 3 450 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood
7 miles East of the City of
Kentucky, located on Highway 280 approximately
more particularly described as
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being

Interested candidates must be a
Registered Physical Therapist or PTA
licensed in the State of Tennessee. New
grads are welcome.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including sign-on bonus, health,
vision, dental, and retirement. Interested
candidates should send a resume or apply
in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

020

020

Notice

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Suture Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month

of:
is taking applications for the position(s)

ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN

(full time, cI•11 service)

MENT)
(TO ESTABLISH UST DUE TO ANTICIPATED RETIRE

PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT WORKERS
(SEASONAL, non -civil service -SUMMER JOBS)

*

.

A

-

described tract of land and the
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein
, Deed Book 165, Card 2682, said
Southeast comer of the Larry Nance Property
of the centerline of Highway 280
point being a #4 Re-bar net 30 00 feet North
17' 21" East- 48549
miles East of Highway 94; thence. North 13 deg
and 4
Nance and Michael Bowman East
feet generally along a fence and with the said
a /4 Re-bar set at the Northwest
Property Line, Deed Book 150. Card 1684, to
thence. South 81 deg 03' 18' Eaat corner of the herein described tract of land.
the Michael Bowman South
306 74 fret generally along a fence and with
a 04 Re-bar set at the Northeaat
Property Line, Deed Book 138, Card 620, to
South 13 deg IT 21' West.
corner of the herein described tract of land, thence,
the Rowezella Outland Property, to•
514 38 feet creating a new division line to
of the herein described tract of land.
84 Re-bar set at the Southeast corner
with the North side of Highway
thence, North 65 deg. 43' 20 West -9952 feet
centerline, thence North 80 deg
280 to•#4 Re-bar set. 3000 feet North of said
of said road to the point of begin22 18' West 208 56 feet with the North side
d easements and right of ways
This property is subject to all previously conveye
Henry A. Hams, and wife,
Being the same property conveyed by deed from
Donna Gail Malone. dated
Virginia L Hams to John R Malone. Jr and wife,
148. in the Calloway County Court
July 5. 1995. as recorded in Book 216. Page
Clerk's Office
a cash or credit bailie of thirty 130
The aforementioned property shall he sold on
the purchaser shall deposit with
days, but if sold on •credit of thirty (30- days,
e price and execute bond with good
the Commiassoner one-third of the purchas
to be pawl in two equal install.
and sufficient surety for the remainder same
from the date of sale until paid. and
manta Namur interest at 124 per annum
shall be retained on the properfully due and payable within thirty days A lien
if any, shall be ascertained and
ty as additional security All delinquent taxes,
paid by the Commissioner

University
Barber Shop
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.0WENSBORO.ORG
WVIA41
(CLICK ON 'APPLY FOR A CITY JOB")
t to channel:
fisam Date for Qualifying applicants(subjecFebruar
y 27. 2008
Engineering Technician: VVntten exam 6pm
Pavement Management Workers: No exam
The Career Center 121 E 2' St . Owensboro. KY
Office of Employment and Training (OET),
toil tree 1-888APPLY AT
o-A.-eni2i..i./•c..cri,; or by calling 1-270-687-8540 or
42303 Applications also available at www
616-8540 Return all applications to OFT.
READUNE To APPLY:
be received by 4 30pm, Thum . Feb 7 2008
Engineering Technician: Applications must
March 28 2008 to
Applications must be received by 12 Noon Fn
howPavement Management Workers.ions submitted by deadline will be considered nrst
Applicat
ensure your application will be considered
ully ftlied
successf
are
s
position
the
until
ions
applicat
take
ever we will continue to
JOBUNE (270)687-INFO x1550
WEBSITE: www.owensboro.org
TDDNOICE. 1-270-687-4459
TOLL FREE: 1-888-816-8540
your career at the City of Owensboro.
1•11e're looking for strong LEADERS...Build
Opportunity Employer EEOIAA-1.41FN/D
ment
Employ
Equal
an
is
oro
Owensb
The City of

Help Wanted

Hiip Wanted

Pk**

Help Wanted

MURRAY State gradu
ate looking for informa
lion about "Martin Mill
located on Clarks Rive
in Northeastern part o
Calloway County dur
ing 1800s/1900s. If you
have any knowledge
about this mill or can
provide any information as to its existence,
to:
write
please
Boxholcier, 632 North
Street, #146,
12th
Kentucky
Murray,
42071. Please give
name and phone number.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

ACCOUNTING clerk.
Payroll, NP, A/R. Exce
experience a must.
Willingness to learn.
Pleasant personality.
Call 270-436-2798 ask
for Lorraine.

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be Just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

FIRST Baptist Church
(Murray) is seeking a
part-time interim director of preschool and
activities.
children's
This person will be
responsible for planadministering
ning,
and participating in
activities for children
from birth through 6th
grade. Hours will be
15-20 per week; compensation negotiable.
Bachelor's degree or
prior experience in
similar work required.
Applicants should be a
professed Christian,
love the Lord and love
Interested
children.
persons should submit
resume and names of
three references to
Search
Children's
First
Committee,
Baptist Church, 203
Street,
4th
South
Murray. KY 42071.
For questions contact
at
Beatty
Wilma
(270)753-7772.

CADIZ Real Estate
classes begin
February 1st at Super
8 motel
(270)223-0789
deloiseadamsd yahoo
COM

"Church nursery attendant. Sunday mornings. $29 per
Sunday. Send resume
to First Presbytenan
Church, 1601 Main
St., Murray, KY
42071. 753-6460"

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

y:

The City of Murray has the following job opportunit

Equipment Operator HI

refuse truck.
Overview of Duties Drive and operate hydraulic
Assist in the manual removal of garbage.
MUST HAVE A CDL LICENSE! Heavy
lifting is a requirement for this job.
Department:
Salary Range:

Sanitation Division
Minimum $10.55 per hour (depending on
experience) with full benefits.

EMPLOYMENT.
POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME
insurance, life
City of Murray benefit package includes health
sick, vacation
insurance, state retirement plan, wellness plan,
and personal days.
for the above listed
Job applications and full job descriptions
office located in City
position are available at the City Clerk's
42071. If you have
Hall at 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky
t the Personnel
contac
please
n,
positio
this
ning
concer
questions
be obtained oncan
ations
Applic
103.
ext.
2-0330
Office at 270-76
N. 5th Street,
104
to
mailed
then
and
line at www.murraykyAroy
Murray, KY 42071.

Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m. Wednesday, January 30, 2007.
ning will be required of successful applicant.
scree
Drug
The City of Murray is an

Equal Opportunity Employer_

UM RUH PI %%Ps I
NELDLD
First I oiled
NIellualist
Nla field. KY
CAI!
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated individual for retail sales.
$60k+ potential income
possible. Great benefits. Sales experience

DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem!
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818
ext. 150.
SALES help wanted for
insurance
local
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
companies.
largest
Insurance experience
not
but
6elpful
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
1040-R,
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071.

required.
731-584-9429.
CUSTOMER Service
Rep. needed. Peco
Drsplays. Send resume
to PO Box 363, Murray.

NOTICE
POSMON:

060

060

060

020

I HI I \I \\11 I HI

follows

This 3rd day of January, 2008.
Boapeetfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Member Commlasionor
Calloway Circuit Court

The CITY OF OWENSBORO, KY

NURSE'S AIDE
Prefer CNA or CMA, but will train. We are
looking for someone who enjoys working
with the elderly. Good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

conveyed subject to the protecThe above-deacnbed property is transferred and
tive covenants of record on said Plat.

CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS REALTY CORP.,

w7"uo
err"- 4

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR
CIVIL ENGINEERING MAJORS

PART-TIME COOK (Mayfield) - position
responsible of preparation of breakfast,
lunch, and dinner for residents/staff of the
Fuller Center on weekends/holidays as
well as maintenance of the kitchen. QUALIFICATIONS: HS diploma or GED, valid
KY drivers license/safe record. Minimum
Salary: $6.99 per hour. Send resume to:
Anne Thurman, Four Aivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway, Paducah, KY
42001. Open until filled. EOE

KY

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murraylodgcr corn,
you will he rediro.ted
to jobnetwork.yom
By default.
Murray and local iot,
listings will appear on
this websiie
However, as a national
websne. not all listings
on the tobnetworiccom
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
iob listings Thank you
HELP Wanted. Hiring
both days and nights.
Weekends a must
Apply in person after
Ouizno's.
1:00 PM
1203 Chestnut Street

I •
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REIM
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*
*subscribe to the
*
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MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES *:

Local Mail
Home Delivery
(100.00
3 mo...-.- $28.00 3 mo.
.433.16
-$52.50
6 MO.
6 mo. -WA
$99.00
1 yr.
1 yr. --.-31114.110
Rest of KY/TN
Purim & Ruclunanl

All Other Mail
Subseripdsta

$70.30 3
3 mo
6 mo.....---496.80
6 mo.
I yr.--.-. $124.00 1 yr. --.$14.5.111
Check

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
I St. Address
1
City
1
Zip
I State __ _
1
Daytime Ph.
1
Mail this coupon with payment to:

I

I

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 44071
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Or call (270) 753-1916
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CIASSIFIEDS

2D • Wednesday, January 30, 2008

Want le De
FULL Time
Br.xikkeeper needed in
Ai-counting
Department
Apple ants should be
&be) to handle all
aspects of
accounting This is a
fu/1 time position 5
days a week Monday
- Fnday 600am to
5 00 p m Starting pay
$1000 to $12.00 an
hour based on evenonce Send resume to
P0 Box 1040-2
Murray. KY 42071
MAINTENANCE
personal. 10-hours per
week. at University
Heights Apts 1734
Campbell St Murray,
KY (270)759-2282
NEW PAY SCALE!!!
Britthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for the following positions Fulltime LPN
We also
offer an excellent benefit package Must be
licensed in the Stale of
Kentucky
Apply in
person at BM/haven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.
NOW taking applications tor all positions
and all shifts Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St , Murray, KY. No
phone calls
011,1 drivers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CM with
minimum 3 years 0Th
experience
Clean
MVR (800)468-6087
PART time help needed Must friendly& personable Apply in Perat
son
Oakwood
Studio t003 N 4th
753-7050
SALES Rep needed
Send resume & refs
to Peco Displays, PO
Box 363 Murray, KY
TENNESSEE Aspiiiit
Company is OCCiabling
applications for aspen•
enced laborers and
operabors for asphalt
paving crew and Plant
Must have previous
experience in a similar
position Must have
valid dnver 5

COrnill

Apply in person at
1815 E Wood St.
Paris Absolutely no
phone calls Drug Free
Workplace and Equal
Opportunity Employer

SMALL used furniture
household
Pieces.
items. knick knacks
glass. books, old pho
tographsipostcards.
old
linens.
VHS
movrs, gold smoky 8
old coins Call (270)
753-6793 after 12PM
USED books Cad
759-9586
Midas
Fer Sas
4- YEAR old Kitchen
aidside-by-side 25cubic ft. indoor water
& ice. $1,150 Nice
Cherry wood office
desk wine drawers
Lateral 2-drawer file
cabinet 5350/both
753-9508 •
Bieck Sauder entertainment center. $20
You haul Leave mes.
sage at 293-3101
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selec
lion of HO televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV cans
Beasley Antenna A
Satellite 759-0901
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR Or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HO programming
w/HD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo •/5 00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or loft free
877-455-0901
SPRING
Break
Acapulco Mexico
121 1BR suites available 44:inl 4-11 Mayan
Palace Acapulco All
the amenities $500
per unit or $900 for
both (270)705-5570
for more info

rower
LARGE
SELECTION
t1510 APIP'llANCIES
WARD EAKINS

(210)153 1/i3
WASHER & dryer
$200 753-6609
Fireweed

CLEANING houses 219
years expenence
270-7599553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
LOOKING for bur
nesse* or homes to
clean 23 years experience 270-804-5419
NEED your house
cleaned"
Rat if needed
759-90.31
978-6554
OPENING with Inhome daycare $60
weekly, $20 Chilly
O,siount on multiple
children
Audubon
accepted Call to find
out about the fun actrv
tees and learning expo
reprice your precious
one can be a pail of
Cal 753-7031 or
293-5212

MOM COMPUTERS
ServicerSales
RepairsrUpgredes
7593556

ANTIQUES Cair Larry
753-3633

Kirk°
Junk cars trucks and
Pactor* 438-5236
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

FIREWOOD for sale
pock-op or delivery
Call for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
WHITE oak Arewood.
$50 270-227-9042
lake
ACROSONIC piano
good condition Cal
270-435-4389
maws Far SO 1
''"OWNE Fi
FINANCING••"
t6480 3BR 2 Bath. on
35 acres. Pans
$3 950 down $545
month 752-0729
Bonnie Byerty Broker
"*OWNER
FINANCE•••
No credit checkr 2003
3813 28A doublevede
xi Puryear Large deck.
$3 500 down. $495
monthly Call Ruth's
270-753-2222
OWNER
FINANCE'''
No Credit

Check'

Completely
redone
2BR IBA singlevnde.
water view, easy boat
ramp access Nice
covered deck 213
Primrose
New
Concord
$2,900
down $450 month
Call 753-2222
"`09/14ER

No Credit Check, 38R
2 bar, doubiewide WI
Ramer Only 4 years
old
Large
deck
$3.500 down. $495
month Call Rutile,
(270)753-2222

itAALL caNtler.
wee goad Shape
753-3120

-OVA4ER
FINANCE'" Met
36R. 2 bath. 10 acres.
$4.950 down $895 00
month. Harlin
752-0729 Donnie
Dyer* Broker

Widift- ell wonted
We pick up used motor
fluid
odrtrirdraulic
Drum michancie Mew
I) Farms
270-438-22'S

**OWNER
Flnanobilr
2005 24.543 3811.
?BA. 14.950 down
$84900 mon'', Hazer
(27131753 1011

TANGLE'WOOD APARTMENTS
1760 Loses Dnve

Murray. KY 42071

Murray Ledger & 'times

11111.4..

2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - Income Based
• l-ree Cable.• Washer. Dryer. Range, Dishwasher
Refngerator Provided • All EJectric • Carpet &
Cerarruc Tile • Cenual Heat &
• Patio/Deck
Some restrictions
Cali Joy for details 270-7624044 or
270-804-0850 ITY6 800-648-6056

BMW

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Wows For ris

320
Apselmials Far Rea

2000 Fairmont 16x80
38R townhorne 2.58A
Vinyl siding, shingle C/H/A.
refrigerator,
roof, 2x6 walls, Amish
washer, dryer, dishbuilt, nice
washer, oven, stove
270-489-2525.
1.400
sq
2006 16x68 Northern Conveniently located
built Fleetwood manu- near MSU. Newly
$660
factured home Shingle refurbished
month 50% off 1st
& vinyl with 1011 front
porch and brick Nailee month $4300 deposit
required
No pets
skirling
28R, 1 BA
Utilities not included.
$29.900 or finance for
St.500 down payment, 270-348-0458
$306 monthly 1-80°- 48R townhOMe 2.58A.
455-3001
C/H/A,
refrigerator,
2813 28A. 1 8 acre lot, washer, dryer, dishappliances, w/d, car- washer, oven. stove.
port, storage shed. 1.400
sq.ft
$27,750 080 293- Conveniently located
1155. 492-6127
near MSU
Newry
$840
'97 16x80 Includes refurbished
12x20 deck, 200 amp month 50% off 1st
service, like new appli- month $800 deposit
No pets
ances 753-3532 or required
Utilities not included
293-8140
270-348-0458
UOUIDATtON Sale
All 2006 Homes Must DUPLEX 28R. 28A, 1 year old, 404 Nimbi
Goo
Unbelievable Deals. Ct. North. no pets
Only 4 lee Save (270)376-2746
Thousands" Call now (270)841-5653
731-584-9429
FOR rent: 28f3
Duplex. 1302
Valleywood. $400/mo.
761-7355
.2BR $225
HAZEL Apartments
•3BR $275
Now taking appeca753-6012
tions for I & 26r units
Rent based on income
Mobility impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721. 14on &
1 Bedroom Apartment
clean and nice, at
Thurs
10- 12arn TOO No
appliances including
W/D,
1-800-648-6056 Equal
no
pets
Housing Opportunity.
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2br.
new NICE. large 28R 28A
downtown
Murray doPM4 AN appiiances
starting at $200/mo
$500/mo • deposit No
753-4109
pets 436-5927
182 Bil apts. I -year
NOW LEASING
lease 1813 $35000
1,2 8 3beckoorn Apts
2817 $47500 Call
We accept Section
Hamlet North Apts
8 vouchers
.53.7559
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
I BR furnished or
902 Northwood Dr
unfurnished. low utiliMonday
ties, no lease required.
Wednesday Friday
no pets $250/mo 270Phone 759-498.4
753-3949
Equal Housing
Opportunity
t8R. $350/mo. refrigTOO It -800-648-6056
erator stove, dishwasher. washer 8
ONE Bedroom, nice.
dryer, pets allowed
Washer/Dryer. pet &
1621-A Chns Dr
smoke Iree $35000
753-4219
(2701226-8006
1813, all appliances
University Heights. no
[
CamsFw den
pets. year
lease
$325/mo • deposit
SLEEPING rooms No
753-4937
guests No cooking No
1B11. various locations
utilities
References
$275-S300 Coleman required $150 month
RE 753.9896
767-9037
NICE, newer. 1BR
IBA. brick. W&D.
CM/A, Me, walk-in
closet, close to MSU
48R house*
pets allowed
Lease
decor
&
w/deposit. $350/mo.
requered 753-4109
(270)522-1095
21311 28A. garage. all 28/1 18A. C.AVk appliances
iumished
appliances 1650
Hazel No pets
436-5685
731-498-8312
213F1 apartments Walk3/2 brick ranch on
able Greet location 1
Melrose City ulalbes
year ram, 1 month
deposit. no pets 753- and schools. Al electric 2 car gawps
2905
Large fenced yard
2813 duplex
28A.
garage No pets 753- hi•Ve
central HVAC system.
7457 or 227-3054
snivel lease Ray
2E1R duplex. nice.
270-757-0615
CAVk appliances fur38R 18A 306 S 154h.
nished Various loca6490/mo negotiable
tions. Coleman RE
No pets 750-4626
733-2813. $2115, C8-VA. 3813 28A. all applinear MSU. Move wi ances. CAVA, In Harr
free days. 7534898
6525.
references,
31148R, 26A available deposit no pets
270-753-1060
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753.9808 501 South fith 3 bedroom
1
bath.
38R Duplex. welter liewasher/dryer. dishmeted. S700Vnio,
washer, refrigerator.
lease & depose
stove.
living/dining
required 227-0375
rooms. bonus room.
Conionamie
screened earth; herd*0041 6000•4
Reeky & Rasta
270-761-1317
Rued Psepany &
%Wm'1440141141011
Samosa svallsMis
741-7388
inns issiminsmsaiwas,
AAF Waretiousing
PACE 28R. 1 bath apt
Neer IASU $20-50
$500Arto 293-1924
753-7588

EL.

Lot,.

igl

oo For (isle

NOW AVAILABLE:
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 cm. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 S1 RI. 121S
r.lurray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Securly alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Pakuurr Wpm k nee. au
Howiles Ad Rome
All red ellie advertent hems
Is 'faked lo kw Federal lair
Houung Ad, which snakes it
Wept/ lo ahem'ari
a
=
ewe lusillionix
ban bawd CO Mk kin gibwi-

wry so reeleremok twineers or damaiinalies
Sem lees fared dieriminial
to ia.seadorebottling
if mimeo bred os Won a
addition to *tow protected
wailer federal law
We will knewartglv accept anv
*checkoff; lor mac estate wluch
IS not m rkolatm at the lass All
persons are herby Wormed
that all dIseihngs advertised an
asrulabie on an equal offeehr
fury bases
For further lISISP4ncr with Pal/
Housing Ariverming misuse
rnents. contact 1's AA lounsel
Rene P Miiam.INSIbets 1000

mai amino.
1100101•••••

Call us
glad

we will be
to help

.320 sq. ft. country
home on 1/2 acre. 3bed, 1-bath, 2-car
garage. Please call
293-1083
2 story 38R 2BA, 1
office, 2 car garage,
2,400 sq.ft.
4,000 total. Landon
Hills Subdivision.
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032.
BRICK 38FV28A new
furnace water heater,
sewer line, ceramic.
windows,
cabinets,
paint,
refrigerator,
stove. 1102 Poplar
$135,000. Call for
appointment Lynn
227-9227 or Chuck
293-0224.
COLDWATER 2/3813,
bock, owner financing
possible. 800-9862789 EA. 2051
\
III (;1 i'l 1111'

%%5%5%

WAR

Vit% ,111% s•f...s1,1111
1270176 I -11 I()

INN BEACH
INI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
AVOW*
flkiw Nevi
=mato Contra'

753-3853
MURRAY Store and
Lock present/yr has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

3 buildings for sale,
downtown commercial
Prdlmftly
(270)293-4855
COMMERCIAL building 1200 sq.ft. Many
recent improvements
Excellent condition
Located in high traffic
area, 717 S. 4th St
Many
possibilities
575.000
753-7668
days or -753-4919
nights
Nee Fir Real
2 car garage with gas
heat Good for car
detailing or body shop
$500 monthly.
703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
evadable. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480

Let us build your new home!
2.250 sq.ft. living, 3BR, 2.513A,
2 living rooms. 5175,000.00 on your lot.
5199.000.00 on our lot in Riverfiekl Estates.
Call Matt Jennings - 270-293-7872

FEBRUARY SERVICE
SPECIAL
All Brands Includes:
plugs hoses, gear
little, adjust, Test
pump

$49.95t
2-

60HP

water

Darnell Marine(
Hwy. 94 East
(270)753-3734

stroke & V-6 extra)

We buy
engines.

Comm

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

WANT to know the
value of your home,
farm. or commercial
properly on today's
market?
Need help with that
purchasing or selling
decision? Give us a
call' Professional reliable service
Darnell Appraisal &
Consulting,
Matt
Jennings
owner/appraiser
270-753-9999
We Property
LOG CABIN
ONLY 569.900
Lake Access
W/FREE Bost Slips
Own the dream! New
2128 ref log cabin pkg
at spectacular 160,000
acre recreational lake,
Paved rd, u/g utufs.
excellent financing
Call now 1-800-7043154. x.1697

COACHMAN 2T
Camper, ref., mic.,
stove, shower, toilet,
full size bed, stereo,
C/H/A, TV,, awning,
super nice, everything
works. $5,000.
436-5508 293-5507

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
$275,000.00.
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.
MUST Seel! Just built
LAWN SERVICE
2,500 sq.tt. brick
Mowing, Manicuring,
home Double garage.
lands(aping Si
Leal Vat uuming
Private & beautiful. 2+
Sattstaelson guaranteed
acre lot, 3:4-mile to
town. $139.000
753-1816 227-0611
270-519-8570
by
owner. Murray.
YOUR AD
NEAR the Park -Three
COULD BE
bedrooms/two bathsHERE FOR
brick exlenor- yard
ONLY $75.00
maintenance included
A MONTH
in HOA. Quick occu
CALL 753-1916
pancy1005Southwood0Lore
ttaJobs.com or
Clayton 293 9300 at
Since 1986
CENTURY 21 Loretta
24 Noun mama
Jobs Realtors.
Res,,('urn., & Ind
THREE bedroom 1
Licensed & Insured
bath brick home, with a
All jobs - big or small
outbuilding,
shed,
tobacco barn and 8
acres
Located in
436-2867 Lamb's
Hazel $115,000 00
Professional Tree
Call 753-2905 or
Service Complete tree
293-8595
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Arcs
Insured.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GRAVEL, white rock &
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

HAll's WASTE
NI A

ACUMUNT

•weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service, Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

3301 St. RI 121N.
753-8087
the 3
336

JOE'S JOBS

753-9562

Agee Ports

USED TIRES

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-I Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044_
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
addibons. decks
Hauling, clean up sink
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

326 acres Parts, TN
14 15 16 inch
area 200 row CrOp
Starting at S20
land Remainder in
mounted
OFFICE space avail- woods with creek
able 1.800 so.k Par1I- frontage
Excellent
mg lot, roadside lighted building sites (1 9
miles black top rd
sign 901 Sycamore St
$1.200/mo 293-2098 frontage) will divide [VLSI?Whirls
$2,500 an acre 1-877or 753-5500
APPLIANCE REPAIR
275-0543
'99 Lexus RX300 SERVICE 8 PARTS
PROFESSIONAL
Silver/gray,
gray (270) 293-8726 OR
OFFICE ideal downleather seats, moon- 759-5534
town location includes
Amer
roof, tilt steering, Chuck Van Buren
reception, conference
cruise. p-steenng. CD
room, and parking
BACKI40E
player. told down back
5-200 acres between
Suite B. Gregory,
TRUCKING
seat, smooth quiet ride
Stella & Coldwater,
Easeey, & Emstberger
ROY HILL.
with very good condihwy frontage, tobacco
Building Call
Septic system, gravel
tion Michelin tires
barn, good water for
753-2633
white rock
Good condition
Irrigation or livestock
436-2113
270-753-9343,
Owner financing poserDozer work 8 Track
270-227-4869.
tee, will divide.
hoe
(270)489-2116
if no answer leave
Ord
On
DOG Obedience
BEECHER'S
message
436-2868
Handyman Service
2004 Ford
Odd jobs Free estiSHI14-TZU puppy
Thunderbird convertmates ,2701762-0910
[
1:11
11tems Fer
Male, 8 weeks old.
ible with hard top.
AKC, dew claws
red, 15.xxx mites One
removed. shots &
owner, bought new at
•••OWNER
wormed, $300
Parker Ford 525.000
FINANCE"
(270)251-0310
Carpet & Floors
753-1566, 227-1391
No credit check, Clean
everwps
and nice 38R 18A 2001 Dodge Intrepid
Oar yaw exp.
home on lot in Puryear, SE 759-9451 or
&Mee &
1,292 Sq.ft.. hardwood 293-3515
floor.
appliances.
$3,900 down. $475 2000 Lincoln
NADEAU'S
HORSE bent for rent 3 monthly Call Ruttia Continental, 80Joa
Comrtructkwi
miles, good tires.
stalls
large
with (270)753-2222
eFlooring •Oecks
turnout 293.1751
$6.000 436-5747
•Vinyl siding -All
before noon
•"OWNER
Home Improvements
PROFESSIONAL
FINANCE***
1967 Chevy Camaro
(270)97$-2111
Horse Shoeing.
No Credit Check/ with
350 engine Call
Licensed/Insured
Contact for scheduling:
Clean A nice 38R 1 270-492-6222
270-9064922.
bath Now on quiet lot
270-978-5280
CRINATIIIM
in Puryear. 1292 sq.ft..
NUILISINC
hardwood floor appliMetal buildsngs home
ances. city water &
add/bras, remodeling,
sewer. $3.900 down,
acilrg, hardwood
evreosn
6475 month. Call 2003 Toyota 4-runner.
concrete
TOBACCO ground
dismal wey.4-door
Wave (270)753-2222
Afforstable rates
approx. 6 acres, highly
sport 2WCI. poww
474-8555
productive land. water
sun-root towlnwpkg.,
31313 28A Cock_ Newly
available. 32:42 brn
luggage rack. 4.3,ffloi.
DNJ
HANDYMAN
decorated,
stove. 618,000
close by. Miry be
We do all the odd abs
refrigerator
Large
Ward also.
(270)227-5750
you don't have time
fenced in backyard &
(270)460-2116
for.
storege. Large trees
94 Chevy 1500 Ext.
Painting, siding. rook
822 S
9th. off Cab - 200.000
decks
Cillendeee.
miles. 350 V13 - Greet
293-5438
conon. $2800
Also, farm.
pins (270) 804-3588.
1111 • 1 lri, •1 s
Cherokee Hills Fenn.
121S, New Concord, 10 red Chevy LW13
%DS I est Minn.
lOrni. from KY Lake. Severed° 1500. VS.
Lots of OW, turkey, tool box. lowing Packgood bung spots. age. Greet work truck.
J.D. Vellerns
$2.1100. 753-7881.
*or -1.1 WI '1
7534408. 753-4443
(27012904115.

Coll 753-5606

aniellt

753-7728

FREE
0- 3-562

Swift
tobacco
down fi I I
new (sot.
photo si
Bernard
Birth
to DM;
Jan. 22,
Fielder,
Duncan,
and Stai
boy to
24.
Mr.
blefield
Jan. 29
20 y
Publi
ray Stat•
Kola
1
Wallace
in M
Photo:
Walt.
and E.
new
direct*
B.
to Mr.
Pinksto
Call
Lady
hie ov
ty Lad
game.
er for
30
A..
tributi.
Murra
establi
Stubbl.
accord
direct.
Ky.
been
nessee
Auth•
Murra

Hamilton Granite
61. Marble

Hill Electric

BARBEROSA Cycles,
LLC
ATV service & repairs
270-382-2444

Murray 1

753-434-4 • 227-5644

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.

reziod
F" No
All
1.
Free estimates.
(731)2474001
(731)363-3511

WE SERVICE
•
A,
and Moil Maic) Brands
WARD-ELKINS

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Fioors
Braces & Floor -Joists
%grooming & Plumbing
Davki Gallimore. Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
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270-293-2643
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& Times considers
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own risk Although
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any
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whatsoever for their
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Dale
Swift standing in front of an old
tobacco barn that is to be torn
down for the construction of his
new home on Spring Road. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a by
to David and Georgann Lyons,
,Jan. 22; a girl to Beth and Kevin
Fielder, a girl to Tanya and Larry
Duncan, and a boy to Kimberly
and Stan Humphries, Jan. 23; a
boy to Lori and Chad Reed, Jan.
24.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield were married for 50 years
Jan. 29
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray State University President Dr.
Kala M. Stroup, greeting Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson during his visit
in Murray. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David tuck.
Walter L. Apperson, J.W. Cathey
and EL. Howe Jr. have been as
new members of the board of
directors of Bank of Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Pinkston, Jan. 15.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 59-55 in double overtime over Hickman County Lady Falcons in a basketball
game. Tracy Banks was high scorer for the Lady Lakers.

dent.
Murray State University Racers lost 83 to 81 and MSU Lady
Racers won 64-49 in basketball
games with Austin Peay. High
scorers for Murray were Skeeter
Wilson and Jackie Jo Mounts.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray State University President Dr.
Harry Sparks congratulating Marvin 0. Wrather on his being named
executive vice president of the
university. Wrather was a member of the first graduating class
of MSU in 1929 and has been
employed by MSU since 1938.
He is the longtime director of
public relations at MSU.
Pat White was crowned as basketball queen at Murray University School. Her attendants were
Gayle Rogers and Glenda White.
50 years ago
B.W. Edmonds of Murray, manager of the Valley Counties of
Kentucky Cooperative, was presented an award for special services over the years by the Kentucky Agricultural Organization at
a meeting in Lexington.
The two story home of Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Farmer on Ky.
94 West was destroyed by fire at
about 7:30 this morning.
New Concord High School Redbirds won 68-62 over Murray High
Tigers in a basketball game. High
scorers were Willoughby for Redbirds and Roberts for Tigers.

COMICS / FEATURES
Apartment seeker ends up
in married landlord's bed
DEAR ABBY: I'm a middle-aged man who has been
married for 20 years. I own
a duplex in a nice neighborhood. Last week, I put an ad
in the paper and a 21-yearold woman came to look at
the upstairs apartment. The
problem is,
I found her
attractive
and had sex
with
her
downstairs
while
my
wife was not
home.

Dear Abby
By Abigail
Van Buren

What should
I do? -COULDN'T
HELP
MYSELF

IN NEW YORK
DEAR COULDN'T HELP
YOURSELF: While you were
checking the woman out, did
you also check her references?
If the answer is no, you should
hasten to your doctor to be
checked for every STD known
to man and woman, because
you not only had unprotected
sex with a stranger, but with
one who would ALSO have
sex with a stranger.

ed. We're all concerned because
with his license suspended, his
insurance might not cover any
accident or ensuing lawsuit,
and his family could be bankrupt.
What should his wife do?
Ride the keys? Call the police?
WORRIED
MOM,
ONTARIO, CANADA
DEAR WORRIED MOM:
You have every right to be
concerned, and so does Larry's
wife. For an adult, your son's
behavior is immature and shows
extremely poor judgment.
It's too bad that your daughter-in-law is afraid of a confrontation because that is what
it may take. You ask if she
should hide the keys or call
the police. I have another suggestion. If necessary, she should
give your son's keys to YOU,
to be returned only after his
case has been adjudicated.
4140

DEAR ABBY: I have lived
in my condo for three years.
My across-the-hall neighbors
moved in two years ago. To
welcome them, I left a bottle
of wine, some bread and a
floral arrangement outside their
30 years ago
Approximately $7,500 in con60 years ago
door. I received a gracious
tributions have been received by
A temperature of 25 degrees
thank-you note in return. Since
Murray State University for the above zero yesterday gave Murthen, we have talked in the
establishment of the Frank Albert ray and Calloway County a chance
DEAR ABBY: My son, hall, but socialized only rarely
Stubblefield Memonal scholarship, to begin thawing out after two
"Larry," has lost his driver's because I travel frequently for
according to Mancil J. Vinson, days at new zero. But this mornlicense until the case can go business.
director of Alumni Affairs at MSU. ing, the city and county was struck
to court. However, be still con1 recently married a pheKy. Gov. Julian Carroll has by a sleet storm that started at
tinues to drive. Larry's wife nomenal man. He also travels
been named president of the Ten- 7:30 last night and continued until
doesn't want a confrontation extensively, so he has rarely
nessee-Tombigbee
Waterway the morning hour covering the
with him, but she is worried seen our neighbors. When he
Authority for 1978. Z.C. Enix of streets and roads with ice.
Murray will serve as vice presithat if he should get into an moved his belongings into our
accident, he could be arrest- condo, the neighbors popped
over with a bottle of wine
(they have a cellar) and a fruit
basket. We thanked them prospiritual leader Mohandas K. Gand- fusely, but I handed the botBy The Associated Press
On this date:
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 30,
In 1649, England's King Charles hi was shot and lulled by a Hindu
tle of wine back, stating, "We
extremist.
the 30th day of 2008. There are I was beheaded.
don't drink, but maybe you
president
of
In
1958,
"Sunrise
at
Campo336 days left in the year.
In 1882, the 32nd
could
open it and think of us
Today's Highlight in History:
the United States, Franklin Delano bello," a play by Dore Schary
when you do."
On Jan. 30, 1968, the Tet Roosevelt, was born in Hyde Park, about Franklin D. Roosevelt's
What I didn't mention to
struggle against polio, opened on
Offensive began during the Viet- N.Y.
nam War as Communist forces
In 1933, Adolf Hitler became Broadway with Ralph Bellamy as the neighbors is the fact that
my husband is a recovering
FDR.
launched surprise attacks against chancellor of Germany.
South Vietnamese provincial capIn 1933, the first episode of
In 1962, two members of "The alcoholic, 15 years and countitals, although the Communists the "Lone Ranger" radio program Flying Wallendas" high-wire act ing. Again, thanks were offered
were beaten back, the offensive was was broadcast on station WXYZ were killed when their seven-per- and I wrote a thank-you card
seen as a major setback for the in Detroit.
son pyramid collapsed during a per- that very night. While I was
U.S. and its allies.
In 1948, Indian political and formance in Detroit.
writing the card, my husband
gently intimated that I may have
B
E3 Y
I._ LI E.S•Ct_;')
committed a faux pas by returning the wine. He thinks we
-Nor ABOUT IV
PRIV COor•J
should have accepted it to be
SI-161.4. SE
1140 PAgegrs TUREE
k16,
hospitable, then re-gifted it to
Ci•lasC
TO
KIO‘
Tue./ PM)
someone else. What do you
think? -- NO OFFENSE
INTENDED IN N.Y.
DEAR NO OFFENSE
INTENDED: What's done is
done, so don't flog yourself.
However, once a gift is
received, it belongs to the
recipient to do with as he or
she wishes. And the "proper"
thing to have done would have
L_ C:',1 NI E31
been to thank them warmly
for their thoughtfulness -- and
I'LL TRY IT 1145 ONCE.,
MANG
BUT IT'S REALLY
TOUSN,
then re-gifted it to someone
GONNA SE A 514004
DEAR
else.
TO MY SYSTEM
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Pam persists after
gallbladder removal
DEAR DR. GOTT: Since I
had my nonfunctioning gallbladder removed six months ago,
continue to have occasional discomfort where it used to be. It
can be random sharp pains to
a dull ache and does not seem
to be affect-

ed by food.
It is always
in the same
spot (right
upper quadrant, beneath
the rib cage),
and sometimes
the
pain
will
radiate to my
back. Some
By
of my coDr. Peter Gott
workers also
have similar symptoms that have
continued since their gallbladder removals. I am a nurse, and
we often talk about our various
symptoms. Can you give me
any insight into this phenomenon?

Dr. Gott

DEAR READER:Your experience appears to be common
among people who have had
gallbladder-removal surgery. In
fact, is it so common it has
been titled postcholecystectomy
syndrome. It occurs in 5 percent to 40 percent of all patients
following gallbladder removal.
Symptoms may include persistent upper-right abdomonal
pain, gas, bloating, nausea, upset
stomach, vomiting and diarrhea.
Diarrhea from this disorder can
be eased by taking the medication cholestyramine.
Pain that persists should be
followed up on with your gastroenterologist to ensure that
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CootractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
•K 9 7 6
1072
•KQ3
•A Q 4
WEST
EAST
*J108
*5
•A K 19 5 4
IFS 3
•A 6
•9 8 7 5 2
+105
*9 7 6 3 2
SOUTH
•A Q 4 3 2
Q6
* J 10 4
•K.1 8
The bidding:
North East
South
West
I•
2t
3*
Pass
4
Opening lead — king of hearts.
The most innocent-looking cards
sometimes prove to be worth their
weight in gold. For example, if you
study the Fast hand — and we hope
you won't have occasion to study
many like it — you wouldn't think
that this motley collection could contribute anything of significant value
to the defense against four spades.
But it did, as we shall presently see.
At first blush, when you look at
all four hands, it might seem that
four spades is laydown. But declarer
failed to make the contract, and,
what's more, there was nothing he

Lodger &
mos
Come
Serve

37 Not in class
39 Disorderly

1 Drying oven
5 Horror-flick
street
8 Hardwoods
12 Water, to Pedro
13 Felt boot
14 "— Karenina"
15 Cartoon bear
16 Geisha's tie

43 Castaways'
refuges
46 Knuckle under
47 Tattered cloth
49 Imported

with nieces
21 Shipboard
romances
24 Khaki twill

27 Chatter away
28 Sense
of humor
31 Dangled
32 Weep
33 Corona
34 Response
to a rodent
35 Payable
36 "The — Has
Landed'

GI A Ft IF I EL COCL.4..

36-5494

g Dock of

could do about it. When you run into
the kind of defense he encountered,
you just have to tip your hat and let it
go stalest.
West led the heart king, East signaling with the eight to begin a highlow, arid continued with the ace, East
playing the three. West now studied
the situation at length and concluded
that in view of South's opening bid,
plus what he could see in his own
hand and dummy, there was no
chance East could come up with a
defensive trick of his own.
However,West also realized that if
his partner held just the five of
spades, the contract could be beaten.
Accordingly, he led a low heart
(instead of the jack) at trick three!
East ruffed with his one and only
trump, the five, forcing declarer to
overruff with the queen. As a result.
South had to go down one, since he
could not avoid losing a trump trick
to West as well as the ace of diamonds.
Good defense by West, you might
say, because if he had led the bean
jack at trick three, East might not
have bothered to ruff his partner's
high heart. At the same time, though,
it cannot be denied that Fast's lowly
five struck the really decisive blow.
lt just goes to show that even the sorriest of hands may orcasionally perform a function that almost defies
credulity.

Tomorrow: Sylvia plays duplicate bridge.
emosisraarsy.sw,i.

ACROSS

17 Cager's goal
18 Loaf around
20 Women

Jack
Yews 961

ee
lets

DEAR READER: Yes. But
I am also concerned about the
possibility of a recurring infection, the source of which is still
unknown.
The next time you experience symptoms, have various
areas checked for infection. This
can be done easily and should
include a culture and sensitivity (C and S) of your leg, blood
stream and urine. If your problem is caused by a hidden infection, the source must be identified, the bacteria defined and
antibiotics prescribed.
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To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Gallbladder Disease."
DEAR DL GMT: I am a
TIO(midback)paraplegic in good
health. About once a year. I get
an attack of chills, shakes, fever,
etc., that is usually caused by
a urinary-tract infection. In every
instance, my left foot and ankle
swell, turn red and stay hot well
after my temperature has returned
to normal. The redness and
swelling go away after about a
week, and then the foot begins
to peel just like it's been badly
sunburned. I have no light-touch
sensation in the foot (or below
the point of injury), but I know
it "hurts" because it is very
spastic until it returns to normal. I have asked various doctors about this but have not
received an explanation. One
doctor said the infection originates in die foot. Does that seem
reasonable to you?

Todayinilistory

SO*

-5422
2643

another condition, such as Irritable Bowel Syndrome. pancreatitis, peptic ulcers or sludge in
the bile duct, is not to blame.
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cheese
51 Filleted fish
52 Bewildered
response
53 Granary, often
54 Kept back
55 Poetic adverb
56 Pipe handle
DOWN
1 Round Table
knight
2 1939 Lugosi
role
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3 Winter
Olympics event

7 Sprint nval

4 Hammenng
5 Powerful

8 Kauai neighbor
9 Well-known

adhesive
6 Retriever.
for short

auth
10 Nautical mile
11 Tree juices
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19 Commotion
20 Question
22 Early harps
23 Place
24 Ernesto
Guevera
25 Shade
26 Bic filler
28 Canine pals
dolt
29 Feeling lousy
30 Single digit
32 Young grizzly
33 Bareheaded
35 Calendar
square
36 USN rank
38 Two cubed
39 — Hashanah
40 Plaintive reed
41 Petroleum
mine
42 Tinted
44 Check manu-

scripts
45 Mall attraction
47 Sorority letter
48 — Wiedersehen
50 Female parent
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IRS eases retirement account rollover nightmares;
however taxpayers still need to remain cautious

The IRS is easing some of
the nightmare financial consequences of
mishandled
tax-free
rollovers
from individual
retirement
accounts
and retirement
By Mark Vinson plans—but
Vice President taxpayers
need to
Heritage
remain vigiSolutions/
Ian to avoid
Money
unnecessary
Concepts
taxes and
penalties.
A rollover occurs when you
take money out of either an
IRA or qualified retirement plan
such as a 44/1(k) or 403(b) and
move it into another IRA or
qualified plan—or return 11 10
the IRA or plan you took it
from
The rollover is free of tax,
and free of the 10 percent early
withdrawal penalty (which
would apply if you are younger
than age 59 I/2). as long as you
follow two rules:(I)You must
complete the rollover within 60
days of the initial withdrawal;
(2) you can do only one
rollover from each account
within a one-year period starting from the day of the withdrawal. If you fail to complete
the rollover within 60 days of
the withdrawal, you risk owing
income taxes and penalties.
though that's where the IRS is

carving out SOMC exceptions.
Before we get to the exceptions, though, realize that you
can avoid rollover problems by
doing what's called a direct
trustee-to-trustee transfer.
That's where the money is
moved directly between the
financial institutions without
you ever personally controlling
the funds at any point. With this
process, you don't face the 60day issue or the once-in-a-year
rule.
Direct transfers also avoid
another major problem with
some rollovers. In cases where
you take money out of a qualified retirement plan (but not an
IRA), a mandatory 20 percent
of the withdrawal is withheld
for taxes. The withholding will
be refunded when you file your
next tax return as long as you

make up that 20 percent with
new money in time to complete
the full rollover within 60 days.
Otherwise, the withheld 20 percent will be treated as a taxable
withdrawal!
While direct transfers are
usually the preferred method,
you may still end up. for a vanety of reasons, making a
rollover. So what happens if
there's a problem and you fail
to complete the rollover within
60 days? Are you automatically
stuck with the Limes and possible penalties? That depends on
the cause of the problem'
Until 2001, the 60-day
rollover rule was pretty inflexible. Other than rollovers
involving military personnel in
combat or taxpayers caught up
in a presidential declared disaster area, exceptions were rare.

In the 2001 tax act. Congress
gave the IRS more leeway in
waiving the 60-day rule. Since
then, the IRS has issued a
Revenue Procedure and numerous pnvate letter rulings(PLRs)
that provide some guidance for
when and how exceptions can
be made.(Technically, a PLR
applies only to the taxpayer
involved, though tax experts
generally agree they provide
insight into IRS thinking on the
issue.)
So what exceptions has the
IRS allowed? If a financial
services institution involved in
handling the rollover makes an
error, the taxpayer is typically
off the hook. Perhaps the institution gives the taxpayer erroneous advice (in one case, the
taxpayer was told the rollover
penod was 90 days, not 60),

mistakenly distributes the funds
to the wrong account, or fails to
follow the account holder's
instructions. If the taxpayer can
show such failures, the IRS has
been sympathetic about waiving the 60-day rule. The same
relief has applied where the
plan administrator has made an
The IRS has granted exceptions to taxpayers who failed to
make timely rollovers due to
physical problems or mental
problems, such as confusion or
memory loss resulting from an
accident. If the account owner
dies before completing the
rollover, an exception also
might be made.
The IRS has been far less
willing to grant relief where the
taxpayer took out money as a
short-term loan instead of with

the objective of rolling it into
another account, though even
here the IRS has made exceptions. Thus, taxpayers must be
very careful of the circumstances if they hope to gain IRS
relief.
To obtain a waiver, taxpayers usually must request a private letter ruling, though in the
case where it is the sole fault of
the financial institution, they
can automatically get relief
without requesting a PLR.
EDITOR'S Nom: This column is produced by the
Financial Planning
Association, the membership
organization for the financial
planning community, and is
provided by Heritage
Solutions/Money Concepts, a
local member of the FPA.
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Swim classes
planned for
Feb., March
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It is never too early to begin
thinking about water safety.
Being prepared and taking
opportunities to learn to swim,
teach others to swim, and to
ensure pool safety is key.
The American Red Cross is
asking that you join us in
spreading the word on the need
for swimming lessons and water
safety. By learning to stay safe
in, on and around the water
using Red t'ross programs, you
can do your part to help prevent
accidental
drowning-related
incidents for kids and adults
alike.
Upcoming classes dunng the
months of February and March
opportunities to learn to swim
•February 11-15 - Parent &
Child Aquatics, A class from 7
pm to 7:30 p.m. and B class
from 7. Ill p.m. to 8 p.m .
MCCH Wellness Center. $30
per person. for 6 months to 5
years of age, parent or guandian
must be in the pool with the
child
In February 18-22 - Learn to
Swim Level 2, 7:15 p.m to 815
p.m.. MCC'H Wellness Center,
must be 5 years of age and 45
inches tall
•February 25-29 -- Learn to
Swim Level 3. 7:15 p m to 8:15
pm. MC'CH Wellness Center,
must be 5 years of age and 45
inches tall
• March 3-7 - Parent &
Child Aquatics C, 7 p m. to 8
p m MCCH Wellness Center.
more advanced than PCA A &
B. parent or guardian must be in
pool with child
• March 10-14 - Adult
Swim. 7:15 p.m. to 815 pm.
MCCH Wellness Center
All swim classes are S45
unless noted. To learn more
about water safety and how to
enroll in a Learn-to-Swim class,
visit w sr.* redcross.org or contact the Calloway County
Chapter at 270-753-1421 or at
callowayredcrossemurrayky.net.
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Lane Rocker
Recliner
Lane Leather Rest
Chair & Ottoman

3 Colors Available

Also Available

Dresser & Mirror...SS98
Chest...S644
Door Chest...S1.188
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